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The Queen Charlotte Fault system is a segment of the North America- Pacific
plate boundary. From 45 Ma- 5 Ma, plate motion has been primarily translational.
Since 5 Ma, transpression has been the dominant mode of interaction. The plate
boundary west of the Queen Charlotte Islands is characterized byan approximately 30-
km wide terrace, flanked to the west by a topographic trough and to theeast by the
seismically active Queen Charlotte Fault. At 53.4°N the fault bends eastward and the
terrace becomes wider and discontinuous, forming triangular shaped highs and
intervening lows.
Approximately 300 km of multichannel seismic reflection and gravity data along
and across the Queen Charlotte Fault off Dixon Entrance were collectedas part of the
ACCRETE experiment in 1994. Structural interpretation of the fivenew profiles
reveals the presence of faults and folds within the terrace, which forman angle of 20°
to the strike of the Queen Charlotte Fault. The direction of these structures
corresponds to the trend of the plate boundary south of the bend and west of the Queen
Charlotte Islands, implying that through complex compression and shear, material must
have been carried from south to north along the margin during oblique plate motion.
Based on this observation and on forward gravity modeling, which places limitson thepossible plate configuration at depth, a four-dimensional model has been developedto
explain the temporal and spatial evolution of structural styles in this region.
Considering the amount of shortening that must be accommodated within the
past 5 Ma (a maximum of 100 km), a model of an underthrusting Pacific plate is
preferred over one of pure upthrusting. About 5-6 Ma ago, when transpression began,
oceanic crust was flexed and thrust upward at the plate boundary to eventually reacha
steady-state configuration of a subducting slab.Fractured basement rock and
consolidated, deformed sediments underlie the terrace and form its foundation. Asa
result of strain partitioning, the terrace is now decoupled andmoves both parallel to the
continent and perpendicular to the underthrusting Pacific plate. North of the bend in the
Queen Charlotte Fault, underthrusting north of it occurs obliquely along preexisting
fractures at the base of the terrace. The repetitive pattern of triangular terrace slivers is
the result of continuing uplift and shear along these trends. Active tectonism influences
sediment dispersal and creates traps.
A N-S trending fault was also identified in the trough segment and possibly
involves oceanic basement. Its origin is thought to be due to distributed shear thatwas
transmitted across the plate boundary. Sea-floor spreading magnetic anomalies trend
north-south as well. Along these zones of weakness, synthetic strike-slip faults ofa
transpressional strain ellipse could has been initiated during early stages of subduction.
Reactivation of such faults may occur when oceanic crust approaches the outerterrace
boundary, as is the case in the study region.
Gravity modeling confirmed the existence of thin (24 km) continental crust and
an increase in oceanic Moho dip beneath the terrace, which is topped by unconsolidated
sediments and underlain by material of near-basement densities. It couldnot be
determined using gravity modeling whether oceanic crust exists beneath the continent,
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Queen Charlotte fault system represents a major segment of the
transpressive plate boundary between the North American and Pacific plates. Three
structural domains are distinguished from west to east across the fault: the Queen
Charlotte Trough, the 30-45-km-wide and elevated Queen Charlotte Terrace, and the
shallow continental shelf Sidescan and seismicity data place the currently active Queen
Charlotte Fault on a vertical fault plane at the inner terrace boundary. Theappearance
of the terrace changes abruptly from a relatively linear narrow featurewest of the
Queen Charlotte Islands to discontinuous triangular shaped slivers north of 53.4°N,
where the fault bends eastward.
This was the location of a piggy-back of the ACCRETE experiment in
September 1994, during which 300 km of multichannel seismic reflection and gravity
data were collected along and across the plate boundary off Dixon Entrance,near the
US-Canada border. Five profiles (1250, 1262-1265) were processedas part of this
thesis to provide the basis for a new four-dimensional structural and temporal
interpretation of the evolution and tectonics of this region.
Stacked and migrated sections reveal the presence ofa variety of faults and
folds in the terrace that are oriented mainly NW-SE, about 20° obliqueto the Queen
Charlotte Fault off Dixon Entrance but parallel to the plate boundary south of the bend.
The terrace has been uplifted, tilted and sheared along these faults, and active tectonics
appears to have a strong influence on sediment dispersal. Another fault is found to2
strike north-south, and to increase its surface expression where it approaches the
trough-terrace boundary.
The discrepancy between the strike of the Queen Charlotte Fault and the
relative plate motion vector decreases from 26°, west of the Queen Charlotte Islands,
to 13°, off Dixon Entrance, and suggests that the predominant mode of plate
interaction is right-lateral strike-slip. A key to understanding the complex structures
and orientations observed off Dixon Entrance is to comprehend their formation and
alteration during migration from south to north.
The first main part of this thesis gives an overview of the geology and plate
tectonic setting of the Queen Charlotte fault system (chapter 2). Chapter 3 introduces
the ACCRETE data acquisition and chapter 4 is mainly concerned with the processing
of seismic lines 1250, 1262, 1264, and 1265. In the second part of this thesis, the focus
turns toward geologic interpretation of the data. Chapter 5 presents a stratigraphic and
structural interpretation of all ACCRETE profiles as well as of a set of additional
seismic reflection data, which were collected on the R/V S.P. Lee in 1977 (Rohr et al.,
1992). Chapter 6 uses the ship track gravity data and forward gravity modeling to
constrain possible tectonic models. A discussion of the favored tectonic model and a
summary of results conclude the work in chapter 7.3
2. GEOLOGIC AND TECTONIC SETTING
The Queen Charlotte Fault (QCF) offshore British Columbia and Alaska,
accommodates the right-lateral strike-slip transform boundary between the Pacific and
North American plates. A transform fault is a strike-slip fault along whichtwo plates
move past each other without lithosphere being formed or destroyed, and typically
connects offset mid-ocean ridges or subduction zones.
2.1 LOCATION
The Queen Charlotte Fault System links the Cascadia Subduction Zone and
Juan de Fuca Ridge offshore Vancouver Island with the Aleutian Trench south of
Alaska (Figure 2.1, Riddihough and Hyndman, 1991). The location of the Queen
Charlotte Fault was deduced from GLORIA sidescan data (reference), which highlight
a very linear feature parallel to the shelf break (figure 2.2). In the following text,
characteristics of plate motion, crustal structure, seismicity and gravitypatterns, as well
as two tectonic models and a brief tectonic history for this region will be introduced to
provide a better understanding of the overall tectonic setting.
2.2 TECTONIC HISTORY AND PLATE MOTION
Stock and Molnar (1988) proposed that at more than 90 Maago a triple
junction of spreading centers between the Kula, Farallon and Pacific plateswas located
in the deep northeastern Pacific ocean. At that time, the Kula-Farallon boundary could
have intersected the west coast of North America atany point from Vancouver to
Mexico. It is, therefore, uncertain as to which of these plateswas subducting beneath
western North America at this time. It can be assumed that part of the American4
continent, producing the reversed sense of magnetic anomalies decreasingin age
toward the Pacific/North America plate boundary (figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.1 Location map (adapted from Riddihough and Hyndman, 1991) showingthe
modern plate tectonic regime of the northeast Pacific; A, Anchorage; F, Fairbanks;W,
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Figure 2.2Bathymetry and location map of all reflection and refraction profiles
mentioned in this work; profiles in solid are the ACCRETE lines; dahed lines, numbered
from 1 to 8, refer to: (1) MCS line 951 from Bruns and Carlson (1987); (2)-(5) MCS lines
SPLee 5,3,2,1 from Rohr et al. (1992); (6) refraction line from Dehler and Clowes
(1988); (7) single channel seismic reflection profile from Davis and Seemann (1981); (8)
refraction line from Horn et al. (1984); Queen Charlotte Fault (red); relative plate motion
vector (table 2.1): red and yellow (maximum and minimum angle and distance after 5
Ma), green and blue (maximum and minimum angle and distance after 4 Ma); maximum
possible extent of Pacific oceanic crust obliquely underthrusting beneath the western
margin of the Queen Charlotte Islands within error limits (red: 5 Ma, green: 4 Ma)6
Figure 2.3 Present magnetic anomaly pattern formed by spreading between the Juan de
Fuca and Pacific Plates (from Atwater, 1989)7
Two major shifts took place in the Pacific-North America Tertiary plate
tectonic record (Stock and Molnar, 1988; Norton, 1995). First, relative platemotions
shifted from nearly orthogonal to right-lateral strike-slip at about 45 Ma (lateEocene),
followed by small amounts of transpression and transtension. At approximately5 Ma
(early Pliocene) a transpressive regime was initiated and has since been the dominant
mode of interaction, resulting in a component ofconvergence along the Queen
Charlotte fault.
Close to the Queen Charlotte Islands, the discrepancy between the strike of the
Queen Charlotte Fault (k., 40° west of north, figure 2.2) and the direction of relative
motion between the Pacific and North American plates is found to be about 26° (table
2.1). Table 2.1 presents the directions and velocities of plate motion of the Pacificplate
relative to North America, as well as the resulting discrepancies with the strike of the
QCF at various locations along it. These valueswere calculated using the NUVEL-1
Euler vector (from DeMets, 1990; table 1), and the best-fitting Eulervector (from
DeMets, 1990, table 4) to demonstrate the effect of small uncertainties in the location
of the pole.
A different setting is encountered north of the Queen Charlotte Islands and
opposite Dixon Entrance. There, the Queen Charlotte Faultsystem curves eastward to
approach the direction of relative plate motion. The fault is thus divided intotwo
segments, each representative of different average velocities and obliquity of the plate
motion vector with the plate boundary. Average velocitiesare found to be about 4.8
and 4.7 cm/yr west of the Queen Charlotte Islands and off Dixon Entrance,
respectively.
2.3 STRUCTURE WEST OF THE QUEEN CHARLOTTE ISLANDS
Three structurally different domains can be distinguished here: (1) the Queen Charlotte
Islands, (2) the Queen Charlotte Terrace, and (3) the Queen Charlotte Trough. The8
Table 2.1This table shows the azimuth (column HI) and velocity (columnIV) of
relative plate motion of the Pacific plate relativeto the North American plate at 15
locations (latitude (column I) and longitude ( column II)) alongthe QCF, as well as
the difference in orientation between plate motionvector and trend of the fault
(column V). The NUVEL-1 Euler vector (N) (48.709°N and 78.167°Wfrom DeMets,
1990, table 1) and the best-fitting Euler vector (B) (49.6°N and76.7°W from DeMets,
1990, table 4) were used for calculation. Column VI and VIIpresent the average total
lengths of the plate motion vector fora time span of 4 and 5 Ma respectively, while
columns VIII and IX contain the vector'saverage parallel and perpendicular
components with the plate boundary for both times. The table is split intotwo
portions, one for the fault segment of Dixon Entrance (north)and one for the region
west of the Queen Charlotte Islands (south in gray). For each of thetwo portions
average values (ay.) of each column were found and used in subsequent discussion.
55.011-134.6086346.5 4.91 15.0 196.4 245.5
54.804-134.4010346.3 4.90 14.8 196.0 245.0
54.611-134.2591346.1 4.90 14.6 196.0 245.0
54.403-134.0878345.9 4.89 14.4 195.6 244.5
N54.197-133.9046345.7 4.89 14.2 195.6 244.5
54.007-133.7290345.6 4.88 14.1 195.2 244.0
53.808-133.5581345.4 4.87 13.9 194.8 243.5
53.598-133.3732345.2 4.87 13.7 194.8 243.5
53.403-133.2090345.0 4.86 13.5 194.4 243.0
53.195-133.0102344.8 4.85 13.3 194.0 242.5
ay. 345.654.88 14.15195.28244.14 Ma: 4 Ma:
±0.53±0.02 ±0.53±0.73±0.92189.3647.74
5 Ma: 5 Ma:
236.6959.67
55.011-134.5616344.3 4.69 12.8 187.6 234.5
54.804-134.4010344.1 4.69 12.6 187.6 234.5
54.611-134.2591343.9 4.68 12.4 187.2 234.0
54.403-134.0878343.7 4.68 12.2 187.2 234.0
B54.197-133.9046343.6 4.67 12.1 186.8 233.5
54.007-133.7290343.4 4.67 11.9 186.8 233.5
53.808-133.5581343.2 4.66 11.7 186.4 233.0
53.598-133.3732343.0 4.66 11.5 186.4 233.0
53.403-133.2090342.8 4.65 11.3 186.0 232.5
53.195-133.0102342.7 4.65 11.2 186.0 232.5
343.474.67 11.97186.8 233.5
±0.52±0.01 ±0.52±0.57±0.71
2V.
344.564.78 13.06191.04238.8
4 Ma: 4 Ma:
182.7438.74
5 Ma: 5 Ma
228.4248.43
1'86.0543.24
232.5654:05
X4i4+5.629
Table 2.1 (continued)
N
52.981-132.6625
52.808-132.4079
52.624-132.1126
52.384-131.7549
52.198-131.5040
344.7
344.6
344.5
344.4
344.2
4.83
4.82
4.81
479
4.78
27.1
27.0
26.9
26.8
26.6
193.2
192.8
192.4
191.6
191.2
241.5
241.0
240.5
239.5
239.0
2V. 344.484.81 26.88192.24240.3 4 Ma: 4 Ma:
± 0.17+ 0.02 ± 0.17± 0.74 ± 0.93171.4786.92
5 Ma: 5 Ma:
214.34108.65
52.981-132.6625343.5 4.63 25.0 185.2 231.5
52.808-132.4079342.4 4.62 24.8 184.8 231.0
B52.624-132.1126342.3 4.61 24.7 184.4 230.5
52.384-131.7549342.24.59 24.6 183.6 229.5
52.198-131.5040342.0 4.58 24.4 183.2 229.0
... . 343.2 4.61 24.7 184.24230.34 Ma: 4 Ma:
±0.17±0.02 ±0.2±0.74±0.93167.3876.98
5 Ma: 5 Ma:
209.2396.23
Av. 343.844.71 25,79188.24235.3 169.4381.96
± 0 64+0.1 ±1'.09±4.0 ±5.0 ± 2.05± 4.97
211_79102.44
± 2_56±6.21
continental shelf is very narrow, and the terrace, 30 km wide and 1500m deep, is
bounded by two scarps (figure 2.4). The outer scarp of the terrace steps down to the
2500 to 3000 m deep Queen Charlotte Trough. Gravity contours (figure 2.5)are
aligned roughly parallel to the QCF, and the terrace has a block-likeappearance in
bathymetry data (figure 2.6) with the outer scarp forming its rather linear western
boundary (figure 2.4).
Magnetic anomalies of the Pacific Ocean floor (figure 2.3) terminate at this
outer scarp, suggesting a structurally independent domain (Currie et al., 1983). The age
of the oceanic crust along the outer scarp increases from 7 Ma at the southern end of
the Queen Charlotte Islands to 15 Ma off northern Dixon Entrance (Riddihough and
Hyndman, 1991).10
Figure 2.4 A sample seismic reflection profile from Davis and Seemann (1981)across
the trough and terrace; location of profile is shown in Figure 2.2
2.4 STRUCTURE OFF DIXON ENTRANCE
The main focus of this study is the region between 54°N and 55°N, off Dixon
Entrance and just north of the Queen Charlotte Islands (figure 2.2). The linear pattern
of the terrace west of the. Queen Charlotte Islands seems to abruptly stopat 53.4°N,
where the QCF bends to a more easterly trend. The Queen Charlotte Terrace becomes
wider (45 km) and less linear, and a repetitive pattern of triangular shaped bathymetry
(figure 2.6) and gravity highs (figure 2.5) result in a jagged western terrace boundary.
Also visible in the gravity data is a more pronounced low anda much steeper gradient11
Gravity
Pacific Plate
km
Mat mGal
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Figure 2.5Free-air gravity anomaly in mGal, showing a more pronounced gravity low
off Dixon Entrance than west of the Queen Charlotte Islands; superimposedare the
locations of the Queen Charlotte Fault and of the N-S faultto demonstrate their influence
on the regional gravity field, as described in later chapters12
Bathymetry
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m
Figure 2.6 Bathymetry (in meters) of the study region, surrounding the Queen Charlotte
Fault (black line); showing the well-resolved terrace segment with its triangular-shaped
structure off Dixon Entrance and its more linear, block-like appearance west of the Queen
Charlotte Islands13
off Dixon Entrance relative to the south. This isan indicator of the much larger
sedimentation rates in this area. The 5 km thick sediment layer at the foot of theterrace
(this study) produces a stronger gravity low than the 1 km of sediments west of the
Queen Charlotte Islands (figure 2.7) (Horn et al., 1984; Dehler and Clowes, 1988).
2.5 STRUCTURE NORTH OF DIXON ENTRANCE
Bruns and Carlson's (1987) single-channel and multichannel seismic-reflection
data provide an image of the sedimentary basins and structure of the Fairweather-
Queen Charlotte Fault zone farther north, between Dixon Entrance and the onshore
Fairweather fault near Cross Sound (Figure 2.8, Bruns and Carlson, 1987). From
Dixon Entrance to Chatham Straight, the sections show markedly deformed strata in
two structural zones. In the outer structural zone (OSZ), folds and faults affect even
the shallowest sedimentary strata. The inner structuralzone (ISZ),in contrast, has in
places a cover of as much as 0.5 km of undeformed strata (Bruns and Carlson, 1987).
This indicates that structures of the ISZ are older than those of the OSZ.
2.6 SEISMICITY
The Queen Charlotte Fault system has been the site ofnumerous large earthquakes.
Canada's largest earthquake in 1949 (M$ = 8.1) (figure 2.9), northwest of Graham
Island and about 100 km south of the ACCRETE profiles, showed mainly strike-slip
motion with a very small component of thrust (Berube, 1989). Nishenko and Jacob
(1990) found a rupture length of about 500 km (300 km north and 190 km south of the
epicenter) with an average coseismic displacement of 4-7.5 meters. Since the azimuth
of the fault-plane corresponds well with the strike of the Queen Charlotte Fault, the
component of convergence (table 2.1) must not have been taken up by this event. In14
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Figure 2.7Generalized interpretation of the refraction work done by Horn et al.
(1984), using seismic data recorded at OBS2, OBS1, and IKE from explosive charges
detonated between 23 and 110 km distance; the first number in the velocity stratigraphy
gives the velocity at the top of the unit, and the second number gives the velocity at the
bottom of the same unit, a linear gradient being assumed. RLF, Louscoone Inlet fault;
SCB, San Cristoval batholith; QCF, Queen Charlotte fault15
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Figure 2.8Simplified line drawings of multichannel seismic-reflection profilesacross
the southeast Alaska continental margin from Bruns and Carlson (1987), showing
locations of principle structural trends; trends shown are the Fairweather-Queen
Charlotte fault trace (FQF), and outer structural zone (OSZ), andan inner structural
zone (ISZ); vertical scale on seismic-reflection lines is two-way time in seconds; WBM
= water-bottom multiple; Pacific-North America (PNA) relative convergence direction
(arrow) from Minter and Jordan (1978)
addtion, microseismicity studies by Hyndman and Ellis (1981)propose that the main
active Queen Charlotte Fault zone is nearly vertical and located under the landward
edge of the terrace. Earthquakes are thought to predominantlyoccur as strike-slip
between 9 and 21 km depth (with an accuracy of ± 3 km; Hyndman and Ellis, 1981;
Berube, 1989), suggesting that the conditions required for seismic instabilityor brittle
fracture must exist at least to this observed maximum depth. Composite fault plane16
Figure 2.9 The Queen Charlotte Islands region showing bathymetry inmeters, faults,
locations, focal mechanisms of the two largest historical earthquakes, andequal-area,
lower focal-hemisphere composite focal-mechanism solutions for five groupingsof
microearthquakes after Berube et al. (1989); solid circles indicate compressions,open
circles, dilatations; P = pressure axis, T = tension axis (modified form Berubeet al
1989)17
solutions west of Moresby Island presented in the more recent microseismicity analysis
of Berube etal.(1989) (figure 2.9), however, have thrust mechanisms. Their
northeast-southwest direction of near-horizontal maximum compressivestress could
correspond to a contemporary regional stress field caused by right-lateral shear, which
could be distributed over a currently locked Queen Charlotte Fault. Dueto the
significant difference between the apparent orientation of maximum compressivestress
and the Pacific and North American plate motion vector, the thrustingcan not simply
be explained by a component of plate motion convergence. The 1970 (Ms= 7.4)
earthquake at the southern tip of Moresby Island (figure 2.9) hasa mechanism of
combined strike-slip and thrust motion, but with a larger thrustcomponent than
observed in the 1949 event (Berube et al., 1989). The horizontal motion is consistent
with the theoretical plate-motion vector, which isan indicator of oblique convergence
between the two plates in this region.
2.7 GRAVITY
Figure 2.5 shows the regional free-air gravity anomaly of the relevantarea. The
large gravity low over the terrace segment parallels the Queen Charlotte Fault, and the
positive anomaly landward of the shelf break is very striking. Furtherwest, where
water depth decreases over the Oshawa rise (figure 2.2), gravity values reach thesame
level (about 50 meal) measured at the edge of the continent. The Oshawa Rise isa 100
km wide gentle rise, which separates the trough from the deeper Pacific floorto the
west, and which appears to be the southeast continuation of the Kodiak-Bowie
Seamount Chain (Chase at al., 1975).
The positive/negative anomaly pair across the Queen Charlotte Fault resembles
the edge effect typically found at continental margins. The edge effect results from the
combined and opposite effects of abrupt changes in water depth and crustal
thicknesses. If the lithosphere is in isostatic equilibrium, the edge-effect is confinedto
the vicinity of the plate boundary, with a maximum amplitudeover the continent and a18
minimum over the ocean, as the contributions due to the shallow and deep density
contrasts have different gradients in their gravity signatures. By looking at figure 2.5
and assuming the location of the gravity high and low to bea result of the ocean-
continent transition, the plate boundary is indeed expected (0 mGal-crossing)to be
close to the shelf break and the Queen Charlotte Fault, where seismicity placesthe
plate boundary. But instead of leveling out tozero fairly close to the boundary as
would be expected for passive continental margins, anomalously high gravityvalues are
seen east of the shelf break as well as to the west, over the Oshawa rise. The
continental crust beneath the Queen Charlotte Islandswas by no means found to be of
normal (33 km) thickness, but remarkably thin and dipping eastward from21-28 km
(Spence and Asudeh, 1993). Thin continental crust is consistent with theobserved
gravity high above the Queen Charlotte Islands and further north. In addition, the
islands are underlain by thick, dense mafic volcanics of the Karmutsen formation,and
might have undergone tremendous uplift (up to 5 km)over the past 5-6 Ma (Sutherland
Brown, 1968), which would enhance a positive anomaly.
The gravity high above the Oshawa Rise could bean indication of
underthrusting if the Rise is interpreted to be the bulge formed by flexural bending of
the oceanic lithosphere. Upwarping of the crust will producea positive gravity anomaly
due to the denser crust and elevated mantle relative to surroundingareas. Analogously,
the Queen Charlotte trough gives rise to a relative gravity low,as a result of the extra
sea water, an abundance of low-density sediments and the downwarping of the
crust/mantle interface. Independent of flexure caused by possible subduction,higher
sediment deposition close to the base of the continental slope will producean excess
load that would bend the crust. The terrace is anarea where all these features interfere
with the tectonic signature of an active plate boundary, superimposedon a simple edge-
effect; the following section summarizes previously proposed plate tectonic models.19
2.8 PREVIOUS PLATE TECTONIC MODELS
Two end-member models (Mackie et al.,1989), both consistent with the
transpressional regime of the past 5-6 Ma, have been suggestedto explain the tectonics
that produced the structure of the Queen Charlotte Faultzone. The first one accounts
for the shortening west of the Queen Charlotte Islands by flexure and underthrustingof
the oceanic lithosphere beneath the continent. In the second, compressionresults in
upthrusting and considerable deformation of the oceaniccrust in the terrace region
(figure 2.10).
The models of Hyndman and Ellis (1981), Hyndman et al. (1982), Yorathand
Hyndman (1983), Dehler and Clowes (1988), and Mackie et al. (1989) allpropose
shallow subduction of the oceanic lithosphere, which began suddenly about6 Ma ago
and resulted in its downward bending. In all models,transcurrent motion occurs on a
near vertical fault zone on the Queen Charlotte Fault (as suggested by the seismicity
down to 21 km depth), which breaks through the subducting slab and progressively
jumps seaward, and stays fixed with respect to theupper plate. Dehler and Clowes
(1988) have the processes of subduction and upthrusting of sedimentary andupper
crustal material occurring concurrently: after transcurrent motioncuts through the
lithosphere, compression is accommodated by upthrusting and might eventuallyresume
again in subduction that pushes the old fault down. Flexural modeling by Primsat al.
(1996) predicts 5 km of plate rebound in the terrace region after failure of the Pacific
plate and implies subsidence of the western margin of the Queen Charlotte Islandsas its
elastic foundation is lost. No evidence is found for either of theseevents, but the
question remains as to whether simple flexural modeling based onlyon loading and
excluding compressive stresses is capable of predicting the complex effects ofthe
above model.
Several observations support the model of active oblique subduction, shown in
figure 2.10 a). In this model, the terrace complex would contain deformed sedimentary20
Figure 2.10 Two possible tectonic end-member models (a) oblique subductionof the
Pacific plate beneath North America for the past 6 Ma and transform motionalong the
vertical Queen Charlotte Fault; fossil faultsas suggested by Yorath and Hyndman
(1983) result from the combination of strike-slip andconvergent motion;(b)
representation of a tectonic regime in which the Queen CharlotteFault Zone is the
boundary between oceanic and continental lithosphere andno oblique subduction has
occurred; compression is taken up by pure upthrusting and deformation ofthe oceanic
crust (from Mackie et al., 1989)21
material that was scraped off from the subducting slab. Faults within theterrace should
reflect underthrusting of sedimentary orupper oceanic crustal blocks, and should
merge into a detachment fault that forms the suture between the two plates. Velocities
within the terrace are anomalously low compared to those of normal oceaniccrust
(Dehler and Clowes, 1988) these were interpreted to correspondto extensively
deformed and sheared gabbros and peridotites at depth, and deformedupper ocean
crust basalts or compressed sediments in shallower areas (figure 2.11, Dehler and
Clowes, 1988). Prims etal. (1997) suggest that the terrace is predominantlya
sedimentary prism consisting of deformed marine sediments adjacentto the margin.
Furthermore, Hyndman et al. (1982) found a systematic decrease in heat flowfrom
west of the terrace to the Queen Charlotte Islands. While heat flow values in the trough
are similar to values expected for oceanic crust of about 7 Ma, a sharp jump occurs to
much lower, less scattered values over the terrace. Numerical modeling suggestedthat
no reasonable steady state ocean-continent boundary would explain the observed heat
flow pattern, and Hyndman et al (1982) proposed underthrusting beneath the Queen
Charlotte Islands. A thick wedge of consolidated sediments, formed by underthrusting
and compression, would tend to reduce temperatures and, therefore heat flow values
measured at the surface of the terrace. The presence of the Queen Charlotte Trough
and of a bathymetric high, the Oshawa Rise,some 100 km offshore also suggests
flexural bending of an underthrust oceanic crust.This flexure would produce
contemporary uplift of the overriding continental plate as indicated by Riddihough's
(1982) study of sea-level and tidal records and geodetic relevelling data inBritish
Columbia (2 mm/yr), and is consistent with earlier uplift inferred fromgeologic
mapping of the Queen Charlotte Islands (up to 5 km) by Sutherland Brown (1968).
More recent work by Thompson and Thorkelson (1989), however,suggests that no
preferred eastward dip of mapped structures exist. If underthrustingoccurs, then a
shallow angle would be more likely because of the relativelyyoung and buoyant
oceanic lithosphere (not older than 18 Ma). All previous refraction and gravity models22
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Velocity Velocity Gradient Stratigraphic
unit (km/s) (km/s per km) interpretation
I 1.49 0.001 Water layer
2 2.20 0.530 Pelagic and turbiditic sediments
3 2.35 0.700 Shelf-sediments
4 3.80 0.350 Basaltic pillow lavas and sheet flows
grading to dike swarms
5 3.80 0.350 Deformed upper ocean crustal basalts
or compressed sediments
6 3.40 0.500 Sheared sediments or basalts
7 4.10 0.400 Sheared sediments
8 5.00 0.180 Tholeiitic basalts, granite, and limestone
9 6.70 0.012 Interlayered gabbros and peridotites
10 5.30 0.200 Sheared gabbros and peridotites?
11 6.50 0.030 Continental silicic crust
12 6.10 0.095 Continental silicic crust
13 7.90 0.005 Peridotite and dunite (mantle)
NOTE:Velocity and gradient values are for the topboundary of each unit.
Figure 2.11Final velocity model derived from airgun and explosion data modeling.
Velocities are in kilometers per second; velocity gradients in kilometersper second
follow in small print; below the interpretations of the velocity units (modified from
Dehler and Clowes, 1988)23
do not explicitly include underthrusted oceanic crust, buta model including a
subducted slab welded to the continent would still satisfy the gravity data. Horn et al.
(1984) (figure 2.7), Spence and Asudeh (1993), Mackie et al. (1989), and Sweeney and
Seemann (1991) suggest that the crust beneath the Queen Charlotte Islands is
extremely thin (Moho dipping eastward from 21 to 28 km). Hence, continental crust at
the plate boundary is not standard continental crust, and althougha mountain range is
present on the Queen Charlotte Islands, there is no root. Thickening through
compression, as might be expected if stresses were transmittedacross the fault and if
no underthrusting were taking place, is not observed.
This is the second end-member model, which accommodates convergence only
by thrusting up wedges of sedimentary rocks and oceanic basement along the transform
margin (figure 2.10 b), juxtaposing continental against oceanic lithosphereacross a
narrow zone.
The existence of almost pure strike-slip events in spite of a component of
convergence along the Queen Charlotte fault zone might suggest strain partitioning in a
manner as was first proposed by Fitch (1972) for the Java trench of western Sunda as
subsequently applied by Abers and McCaffrey (1988) and others, and as usedas a basis
for model (a) in figure 2.10. Figure 2.12 demonstrates a simplified block diagram of
decoupled slip along a vertical strike-slip fault and an inclined detachment fault. The
terrace block would be separated by these two faults and move parallel to the North
American plate and perpendicular to the Pacific plate. Strike-slip mechanisms should be
found on the vertical Queen Charlotte Fault, while thrust faulting is expectedto occur
on both sides of the inclined detachment fault between the terrace and oceanic crust to
the west, and oceanic and continental crust to the east. Unfortunately, the current
record of earthquakes (Berube et al., 1989, Hyndman and Ellis, 1981) does not reveal
such Benioff-Wadati-type alignment of events, and continuing studies and location of
earthquakes in this region is necessary. Besides, itis possible that the lack of
subduction related seismicity is real, and that the slab descends aseismicallyor that the
subduction zone is locked at present.24
Figure 2.12 Block diagram showing how strike-slip and thrust faulting might be related
at the Queen Charlotte Transform Fault region; the terrace blockmoves parallel
relative to the North American plate and perpendicular relativeto the Pacific plate; a)
cross-section, NA = North American plate, PA= Pacific plate, T = terrace block
consisting of off-scraped sediments and possibly fractures ofupper oceanic crust, QCF
= Queen Charlotte Fault; b) plan view with direction of relative plate motion, a/b=
motion of plate or block 'a' relative to motion of plateor block `1,'
It is clearly difficult to produce a model that explains the tectonics of the whole
Queen Charlotte fault zone based on data available prior to ACCRETE. In addition,
data were almost exclusively collected west of the Queen Charlotte Islands,and few
constraints exist in the region off Dixon Entrance. Seismicity dataare the most essential
tool for distinguishing between basic characteristics of thetwo end-member models,
but they are sparse. Hyndman and Ellis (1981) determined location and magnitudesof
eleven events, but deduced a strike-slip mechanism only from their position closeto the25
rupture zone of the main 1949 strike-slip event. Berube et al. (1989) located 84
earthquakes in the vicinity of the Queen Charlotte Fault (figure 2.9). However, only
composite fault plane solutions were obtained for three sites along the faultwest of
Moresby Island, which indicate thrust mechanisms with a predominant NE-SW
pressure axis orientation. Whether these few data are representative of the true
seismicity pattern and provide a relative basis for a tectonic model remains
questionable.
Could the Queen Charlotte Terrace off Dixon Entrance be formed by
continuously compressed sediments off-scraped from the Pacific plate and transported
to the north along the margin creating the en-echelon-type structures? This question
will be addressed through interpretation of the new multichannel reflection and gravity
data.26
3. ACQUISITION
This chapter describes the acquisition of 300 km of multichannelseismic
reflection and gravity data along and across the Queen Charlotte faultsystem.
3.1 THE SEISMIC DATA
"The EW9412-cruise was the marine component of the "pilot"phase of
ACCRETE, a highly integrated geophysical and geological study ofcontinental
accretion via processes of terrane docking" (Diebold, 1994). This workwas done
between 12 September and 22 September 1994on the R/V EWING. The survey
acquired gravity, magnetic and bathymetry profiles, shot and recordedmultichannel
seismic (MCS) data and provided the acoustic seismicsource for an array of some
seventy portable seismometers installed on land. It coveredareas of the Queen
Charlotte Fault, Dixon Entrance, Portland Inlet, Portland Canal andClarence Strait
(Figure 3.1, from Diebold, 1994). This thesis, however, is concernedexclusively with
the Queen Charlotte Fault and the Dixon Entrance region, comprisingMCS-lines 1250,
1262, 1263, 1264, and 1265 (Figure 2.2).
The marine component of the ACCRETE projectwas allowed 10 days of ship
time. Line 1250 was the first line shot after deploying thestreamer in deep water west
of the Queen Charlotte Fault. After completing lines 1251 through1261 in the Portland
Canal and Clarence Strait, the EWING returnedto record lines 1262-1265 to
investigate the offshore transpressional zone of the Queen Charlotte Faultsystem west
of Dixon Entrance.
A 20-airgun array with total volume of 8400cu. in. served as a source. The gun
towing configuration is shown in Figure 3.2. The lineswere shot at a 20-second
repetition rate to provide acquisition ofcommon depth point (CDP) reflection data. A
Digicon DMS-2000 seismic acquisition systemwas used for recording. Figure 3.327
shows the streamer configuration of 224-channels,a 12.5 m group spacing and 2800
m active offset. A total trace length of 16.5 seconds was recorded.
EW 94-12 -- ACCRETE
Sept. 12 - 22. 1994
20 second shots
Figure 3.1 Location map of the EW9412"ACCRETE" ship cruise, including tracks
of MCS-lines 1250 through 1265 from Diebold (1994)
All lines were shot by time, rather than by distance, for severalreasons
(Diebold, 1994): (1) similarity of the source from shot to shot is best maintained witha
regular shot time interval whereas distance shooting inevitably results insome shots
being fired with partial air pressure, (2) maximum possible record length, and (3)
accurate real-time navigation could be obtained.28
EV9412 - 20 gun towing configuration
With Digicon TAGS designations
STARBOARD
1
1
1
GUN S1-1
GUN S1-2
GUN S1-3
GUN S1-4
GUN S1-5
GUN S1-6
1145
1305
1235
1385
1850
1520
GUN Si -7 1250
GUN S1-8 1850
GUN S2-1 1540
GUN S2-2 1145
GUN S2-3 1145
GUN S2-4 1500
GUN S3-1 1850
GUN S3-2 1250
GUN 53 -3 1350
GUN S3-4 1520
GUN S3-5 1350
GUN S3-6 1260
GUN S3-7 1825
GUN 53 -8 1145
PORT
1< 115 ft >1
It 130 ft >1
1< 145 ft
Guns 1-8 of String S1 are towed from the starboard boom
Guns 1-4 of String S2 are towed from the stern A-frame
Guns 1-8 of String S3 are towed from the port boom
The towing lines in S1 and S3 are separated by 5 ft.
Numbers to the right are gun volumes in cu. in.
Figure 3.2 EW9412- airgun configuration from Diebold (1994)29
Streamer Configuration for =9412
224-channels, 2.8 -km active
ICI
-TL-I-IS-I-EL-1-28-I-27-I-26-I-25-1-24-1-23-1-22-141-211-20-1
B B B B
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 7 6 5 4 3 2
ICI ICI
-19-I-18-I-17-131-16-I-15-I-14-I-13-121-12-1-11-I-10-I
B B B B
1 1 0 0
1 0 9 8
ICI
- 09-I-08-I-07-I-06-I-05-I-04-I-03-I11-02-I-01-I-TR-I
B B B B B B B
O 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 6 5 4 3 2 1
TB
- TL-I 100 m tow cable
-IS-I 100 m Isolator Section
- EL-I 100 m Elastic Section
- TR-I 100 m Tail Rope Section
- xx-I 100 m Active Section with Internal Electronics
CI 3 m Compass Section
B Depth Controller(Bird)
Figure 3.3 EW9412- streamer configuration from Diebold (1994)
The ship's position at 1- minute intervals was determined using GPS and
Furuno (doppler speed log) sources. The speed datawere smoothed by computing a
mean value of all good values within the same minute. The Global Positioning System
(GPS) receiver was logged at 10 second intervals and smoothed interpolated positions
were determined at 00 and 30 seconds of each minute. These positions were compared
to the Transit-Furuno navigation and resulted in the final smoothed navigation log.30
"For all shots, a random time factor within therange -500 to +500 milliseconds
was added, to eliminate the possibility of harmonic buildup of previous shot multiples"
(Diebold, 1994).
3.2 THE GRAVITY DATA
A Bell Aerospace BGM-3 marine gravity meter anda Bodenseewerks KSS-30
marine gravimeter were used to collect gravity data. Loggingwas conducted at 1
second and 6 second intervals, respectively. The KSS-30 datawere not used because of
jumps of 4-8 mGals, which persisted for varying lengths of time.
A gravity value in mGal observed by the BGM-3 gravitymeter was obtained by
filtering the 1 second counts with a 360 second Gaussian filter, scalingthe results, and
adding a bias. This value was further smoothed by determiningmean gravity values at
00 seconds of each minute from the mGal values at ±30 seconds ofthis time. The free-
air gravity anomaly was then computed every minute using the1980 theoretical gravity
formula and a DC-shift of 10.9 mGal obtained from thepre-cruise tie in Dutch
Harbour, Alaska (see EW9412 R/V Maurice Ewing datareport, Lamont-Doherty
Geological Observation Columbia University).
Free -air gravity anomaly data are available along each of the seismicreflection
lines. To get an idea of the trend of the gravity anomaly beyond the shiptrack, gravity
profiles were extracted from the geosatellite database (Smithand Sandwell, 1995).
Shown in figure 3.4 are the plots of the ship-track gravity in blue andthe geosatellite
gravity in red for line 1262 after application ofa DC-shift (16.64 mGal) that was
determined graphically. As expected, geosatellite data is smoother thanthe ship track
data and does not properly represent short wavelength anomaliesnear the continent;
however, the overall trend is similar. The ship-datawere used for the forward gravity
modeling described in chapter 6.31
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Figure 3.4 Ship track free-air gravity anomaly (blue) and geosatellite gravity data (red)
of line 1262- DC-shift of 16.64 mGal applied32
4. SEISMIC DATA PROCESSING
4.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The seismic method is one of the most important geophysical techniques
because of its high resolution and great penetration. Exploration seismology consists of
three main stages: acquisition, processing and interpretation.
For acquisition, controlled energy sources sample the earth's acousticresponse
along profile lines. The recording is based upon continuous subsurfacecoverage called
profiling, and requires an arrangement of source points and receivers ina fashion as
shown in figure 4.1. Single fold coverage samples each reflection pointonce, whereas
the common midpoint (CMP) technique produces redundant reflection pointcoverage.
This technique is common for marine recording andwas used for the acquisition of the
ACCRETE data.
Measuring the time required for the generatedwave to travel from the source to
a series of hydrophones allows reconstruction of the paths of specific seismic waves,
which depend on the physical properties of the rocks and the orientation of acoustic
interfaces. Two main categories of paths are distinguished: heador refracted waves
have paths following the interface between two rock layers andare, therefore, nearly
horizontal; reflected waves, which travel downward to be reflected backto the surface,
can be considered as approximately vertical and are as a result characterized by
relatively large apparent velocities.
Due to their nearly vertical incidence, focusing on reflectedwaves can limit data
acquisition to relatively short offsets (3000 m). Usable seismic reflectionenergy is
confined to a passband which depends on the source as wellas on attenuation by the
Earth. The data are recorded digitally on magnetic tape.33
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Figure 4.1Common midpoint profiles; the symbols x and 0 represent geophone
groups and source points, respectively; (a) vertical section illustrating common
midpoint profiling; (b) stacking chart, (from Telford et al., 1994)34
The main goal in processing seismic reflection data is to enhance the genuine
reflection signal by suppressing unwanted energy in the form of coherent and random
ambient noise. Coherent noise comprises energy from guidedwaves, side scattered
noise, cable noise or multiples. Random noise could originate fromwave or wind
motion in the water or any transient movement in the vicinity of the recording cable.
The advantage of multi-fold data recording stems froma statistical concept.
Random noise is uncorrelated. If several traces of random noisewere added together,
they will be out of phase and cause cancellation. Truly random, in the statisticalsense,
means that the sum of n random traces is proportional to lin. The sum of n in-phase
signals, on the other hand, is proportional ton, assuming that the signal is identical in
all traces. Thus, redundant recording and stacking (adding of redundant traces)
improves the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio bya factor of approximately In (Sheriff and
Geldart, 1985, p. 126).
At the beginning of seismic processing stands the task of selecting theproper
sequence of processing steps for the field data of interest, which depends strongly on
the field acquisition parameters. Standard seismic data processing comprises three
principle steps: deconvolution attempts to improve temporal resolution by collapsing
the seismic wavelet to approximately a spike; CMP stackingcan significantly attenuate
uncorrelated as well as portions of coherent noise and thereby increase the signal-to-
noise (S/N) ratio, as described above; migration enhances the lateral resolution by
collapsing diffractions, and moving dipping events closer to theirtrue subsurface
positions. Many other processes help increase the effectiveness of these principalones.
At the end of seismic processing, the signal enhanced reflection dataare
displayed in a form resembling that of a geologic cross-section awaiting interpretation.
4.2 THE SOFTWARE
SIOSEIS, a computer system for enhancing and manipulating marine seismic
reflection and refraction data, was used for processingpurposes. It utilizes the35
geophysical industry standard demultiplexed SEG-Y data format for tape and disk files.
Processing variables are given by the user via free field named parameters.
Shell scripts read by SIOSEIS are organized into two parts. Part I contains the
PROCS (processes) statement, listing all processing steps in the order that they will be
applied to the data during that particular run. The list ofprocesses must start with an
"input" and terminate with an "output" process. Part II provides SIOSEIS with the
necessary parameters for each processing step. The structure of a simple script is
shown in table 4.1.
The next sections describe in detail the complete data processingsequence
applied to line 1262 which, summarized in a processing flowchart, demonstrates the
general processing approach used for all the ACCRETE profiles. Characteristics of the
remaining lines will be presented, followed by a description of the migrationprocess.
These lead to the interpretable sections discussed in chapter 5.
Table 4.1 SIOSEIS shell script, showing the structure ofa simple input/output process
SIOSEIS «eof
PROCS process Iprocess II END
process I
parameter list END
END
process II
parameter list END
END
END
Part I: list of processes starting with
an input and terminating with an
output process
Part II: the parameter list contains
name and value of the filed named
parameters36
4.3 PREPROCESSING
The field data were recorded in SEG-Y format (Society of Exploration
Geophysicists) on the EWING and were put on tape.
A sampling rate of 4 milliseconds results in aliasing if the digitized signal
contains energy above the Nyquist frequency of 125 Hz. A high-cut filterwas applied
in the field prior to analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion to attenuate frequencies above
the Nyquist frequency. The total trace length was 16.5 seconds. 224 channels witha
group spacing of 12.5 m were towed at a distance of 270 meters to the antenna. The
first receiver (channel 224) was located 175 m from the airguns, followed by 2800m of
active streamer.
The recording geometry described above provided shot-receiver offsets, which
were assigned to the trace header. For determining CMPs, the profile was divided into
12.5 m-bins equivalent to the group spacing. Thus, two traces ofone shot were
assigned the same CMP-number. In addition to the field geometry, latitude and
longitude of each shot were used to calculate corresponding CMPs. Table 4.2 shows
the shot point numbers and CMPs as well as the maximum fold of each of the
processed lines.
Table 4.2 List of the shot point-numbers, corresponding CMPs, theiraverage spacing
in meters and the maximum folds of the lines processed;average shot spacing was
determined from the 20-second shot rate and an average ship speed of 5 kt
Shot point numberay. shot
spacing in m
CMPs CMP
spacing
max.
fold
Line 1250101 to 1662 50 275 to 7000 12.5 68
Line 126222924 to 24489 50 4621 to 11626 12.5 68
Line 126324534 to 26230 50 275 to 7630 12.5 66
Line 126426260 to 27401 50 275 to 5191 12.5 62
Line 126527456 to 27920 50 275 to 2280 12.5 5637
4.4 PROCESSING FLOWCHART
A flowchart of data processing steps applied to line1262 (table 4.3)
summarizes the processing sequence described in this chapter and introduces the
approach used for all remaining lines.
Table 4.3 Processing flowchart showing processingsequence used for line 1262
field tapes (sampled at 4
cosec)
1. preprocessing (4.3)
- reformatting to SEG-Y-
format
-setup of field geometry in
trace headers
shot-domain processing
(4.5.1)
SHOT GATHERS
42-gain (4.5.1.1) for
display
- trace balancing (4.5.1.2)
for display
2. trace editing (4.5.1.2)
11
3. frequency analysis
(Fourier transform)
(4.5.1.5)
CMP-domain processing
4. CMP sorting (4.5.2)
5. velocity analysis (4.5.3)
CMP GATHERS
-t2-gain (4.5.1.1)
- bandpass filtering for
semblance (10-60
Hz) (4.5.1.5)
11
6. time-variant band-pass
filtering (4.5.1.5)
7. NMO-correction
(4.5.3.1)
8. stacking (4.5.4)
-AGC (4.5.1.1)
for display
post-stack processing
9. premigration processes
- bandpass filtering (10-60
Hz) (4.8)
- muting of water-bottom
multiple (4.8)
42-gain (4.5.1.1)
10. finite-difference
migration (4.8)
AGC (4.5.1.1)
for display
4
11. time-to-depth
conversion (4.8)
-AGC (4.5.1.1)
for display38
4.5 LINE 1262
Line 1262 was shot over an approximate length of 90 km, fromeast to west
across the continental shelf off Dixon Entrance, the shelf break, the assumed location of
the Queen Charlotte Fault (QCF), the Queen Charlotte Terrace, and theQueen
Charlotte Trough. The crossing of trough, terrace and shelf leadsto rapid changes in
water-bottom depth from very shallow at the shelf (300m ...-=._-'0.4 s) over a steeply
sloping terrace to the deep trough (2800 m :-.÷: 3.7 s). This results in time windows of
different lengths undisturbed by water-bottom multiples.
4.5.1 Common Shot Gather
The common shot gather of shot 23000 is displayed in Figure 4.2, showing224
data traces at different offsets from 0- 8 seconds. At a first glance two features are
striking: (1) gradual decay of signal amplitudes at later times (see 4.5.1.1), and (2) the
gather contains bad traces (see 4.5.1.2).
4.5.1.1 GAIN
A single shot is considered a point source that generatesa spherical wave field.
In a homogeneous medium, energy density decays proportionatelyto 1/R2, whereas
wave amplitudes decay as 1/R (R is the radius of the wave front). This phenomenon is
called wave front divergence or geometrical spreading. Velocity usually increases with
depth, resulting in more rapid divergence of thewave front and amplitudes that decay
more quickly. Another effect the earth has on a propagating wave field is due to
intrinsic attenuation in rocks. High frequenciesare more rapidly absorbed than low
frequencies, causing the frequency content of thesource signal to change with time.Offset(in meters)
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Figure 4.2 Common shot gather of shot 23000 of line 1262 demonstrates the gradual
decay of signal amplitude with time; bad traces are marked by arrows40
Because of the amplitude decay resulting fromwave front divergence and attenuation,
no signal is seen at late times in figure 4.2 and random noise is dominant. This earth
effect must be removed to extractany signal that may be present at later parts of the
record.
Gain is a time-variant scaling method. Sincea gain function for geometric
spreading correction is not directly implemented in SIOSEIS, the following function,
which amplifies weak late reflections without destroying the amplitude relationship
from trace to trace was applied:
g(t) = t2.
Figure 4.3 shows the same common shot gather of figure 4.2,trace balanced
(equalizes a group of traces to the same amplitude level) and with the t2-function
applied. Signal strength as well as noise are amplified in the laterpart of the record and
all traces seem to have equal peak amplitudes.
Gain is often used simply for the display of data. AGC-type gain functions, for
example, are applied to bring up weak signals andwere used later for the final display
of stacked or migrated sections.
Instantaneous AGC was calculated as follows. Themean absolute value of trace
amplitudes within a specified time gate was computed by squaring each sample in this
gate, then taking the mean and the square root. The resulting value of the gain function
at the nth sample is the ratio of the desired rms (root mean square) level to thismean
value. Then, the time gate was moved one sample down and the value of thegain
function for the (n +1)th time sample was calculated, andso forth. If too small a time
gate is chosen, significant loss of signal character can result from boostingzones with
small amplitudes.
An undesired side effect is that gain corrections amplify random noiseas well as
the signal. Therefore, a significant part of the random noisewas suppressed by filtering
and CMP stacking before gain application.41
Shot traces
o
Figure 4.3 Common shot gather of shot 23000 of line 1262; trace balanced and t2-gain
corrected; signal at later parts of the record is boosted up and all traces have the same
peak amplitude; traces indicated by arrows contain either only noise (trace 5, 6, 214, and
219) or no data were recorded (dead trace) (traces 149, 150, and 195)42
4.5.1.2 TRACE EDITING
Sometimes traces appeared to be only noise (traces 5, 214 and 219 of figure
4.3), some have monofrequency signals, polarity reversalsor constant amplitudes
(=dead trace, no data recorded), (traces 149, 150 and 195 of figure 4.3). These needed
to be deleted. Figure 4.4 shows figure 4.2 after trace editing and balancing, and
application of the t2-gain correction.
4.5.1.3 TYPES OF ENERGY IN THE FIELD RECORD
Field records typically contain three types ofenergy: (1) reflections, (2)
coherent noise and (3) ambient noise. Processing techniques attempted to enhance
the reflection energy over noise.
(1) Reflection events are recognized by their hyperbolic travel times. The
reflection hyperbola is centered at zero offset for a horizontal reflector,
whereas its apex is shifted in the updip direction for a dipping interface.
(2) Several wave types fall under the coherent noise category, suchas guided
waves, side scattered noise, cable noise and multiples.
Irregularities at the water bottom, where topography is not flat and smooth,
act as point scatterers producing diffractions, which can be off or on the
vertical plane. The steeply sloping terrace as well asa ridge at the western
termination of the terrace both could be sources for side or back scattering.
Diffractions were observed on shot-gathers confined to the mentioned sloping
regions of rough surface. Figure 4.5 shows shot-gather 23500, located along
the slope of the terrace, as an example of back scatteredenergy (marked S).0
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Figure 4.4 Common shot gather of shot 23000 of line 1262 after elimination of bad
traces, trace balanced and t2-gain corrected; C = cable noise, P, M1 -M5 = primary, first,
and higher order multiples, R = random low frequency noise44
Cable noise, which is linear in t(x)space and low in amplitude, usually
appears on shot records as late arrivals (Yilmaz, 1988) and could bepresent
on some records, e.g. in figure 4.4 at the lower left corner (marked C).
Multiples were an important source of coherent noise.They are events that
have undergone more than one reflection. Figure 4.4as well as figure 4.5
show easily recognizable multiple reflections from thesea floor, characterized
by their repetitiveness at equal time intervalsat zero-offset. Due to shallow
water depth, multiples in shot gather 23000 arrived early after the primary
event and their energy is attenuated at about 3 seconds. Shot gather 23500
(figure 4.5), in contrast, shows multiples thatare repeated only every 1.8 s and
are therefore part of the record for longer times.
(3) Ambient or random noise in marine field datacan have various sources:
wind motion that indirectly affects the streamer, transientmovements in the
vicinity, wave motion in the water thatcauses vibration of the recording cable,
or electrical noise from the recording instruments. This type of noisewas
randomly distributed throughout the shot gather and withfrequencies usually
found at the low end of the spectrum. Figure 4.4contains a good deal of
random low frequency noise, predominantlyat near offsets and later times
(marked R).
4.5.1.4 MULTIPLES
Multiple energy as seen in the ACCRETE field data seemedto be extremely
strong and suggests a high reflectivity of the sea floor. To determine thereflection
coefficient of the water bottom, amplitudes of the primary reflectionand of the first4- g
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Figure 4.5 Common shot gather of shot 23500 on steeply sloping portion of the terrace
segment of line 1262; back scattered energy is marked S; P, Ml-M3 = primary, first, and
higher order multiple46
and second order multiples of one shot gatherwere considered. By measuring the
amplitudes of the multiples at offsets thatare twice and three times the offset at which
the primary amplitude was determined,a geometrical divergence correction can be
easily found. Assuming a homogeneous medium (here water),amplitude decreases
linearly with distance R. Thus, geometrical divergence correction isproportional to the
path length of the reflections, R, 2R, and 3R for primary andmultiples, respectively.
Table 4.4 demonstrates the principle approach in defining theamplitudes of primary
and two multiples used for the calculation of the reflection coefficient.
The reflection coefficients obtained from the primary andthe two multiples
differ considerably, which ideally should not be thecase. These variations could be due
to the fact that amplitude does not simply decay as 1/R or the ground is heterogeneous
in velocity, density or has a varying surface roughness. Also, itwas not possible to find
traces in the CMP gather that were at exactly 2 and 3 times the offset of thetrace,
where the amplitude of the primarywas determined. The mean reflection coefficient
was found to be 0.5. Looking at table 4.5, which gives typical reflection coefficientsor
reflectivity values for "soft" and "hard" ocean bottoms, theocean floor at CMP 2500 of
line 1264 is between soft and hard.
4.5.1.5 FREQUENCIES AND FILTERING
To get a feel for the frequency content of the shot gathers,a fast Fourier
transform of six traces from shot 23000was conducted. Displayed in Figure 4.7 are
only their amplitude spectra. The amplitude spectra of figure 4.7 displaya frequency
band between 0 and 125 Hertz (the Nyquist frequency). The usablefrequency range of
this shot gather lies between 10 and 90 Hz.
At the low end of the spectrum, especially at offset 1712m, amplitudes peak
around 6 Hz. This can be a typical frequency of random noise. A bandpass filter that47
Table 4.4 Determination of sea floor reflection coefficientr; relative amplitude values
are taken from CMP gather 2500, which is located in a relatively flat section of line
1264, measured in inches after use of thesame scalar; the part of the waveform used to
determine amplitudes is indicated in figure 4.6; length R is defined inthe graph below
event absolute
amplitude
equations
rel. amplitude
in inches
determination of
reflection
coefficient r
r
primary A = Air/R
measured at
offset X
2.05 A/A' = 2/r
= r= -2A' /A
0.61
1. multiple A' = -Air 2Til-i
measured at
offset 2X
0.625
VPV
A'/A" = -3/2r
r-- 3 A " /A'
0.4
2. multiple A" = Air3/3R
measured at
offset 3X
0.167 ANA = r2/3
r = 43A"/A
0.49
Ai
A, A', A"
= amplitude of source signal
= amplitudes of primary and multiple events
r
x.2x.3x shot-receiver distances
r r b otiom
Table 4.5Typical reflectivity values for two different layer interfaces, adapted from
Sheriff and Geldart (1985, p. 67)
interface velocity in
km/s
density in
g/cm
velocity in
km /s
density
g/cm3
reflectivity
"soft" ocean
bottom
1.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 0.33
"hard" ocean
bottom
1.5 1.0 3.0 2.5 0.672. Multiple (A") 1. Multiple (A')
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Figure 4.7 Amplitude spectra of the fast Fourier transform of sixtraces from shot 23000
of line 1262, showing that the usable seismic energy lies ina range between 10-90 Hz;
low frequency random noise peaks about 6 Hz50
passes the usable seismic reflection energy improved the signal-to-noise ratio of the
data and was applied before boosting amplitudes with the aid ofa gain function. Figure
4.8 demonstrates the effect of a 39-point time domain 10-100 Hz bandpassfilter on
shot gather 23000. Compared with Figure 4.4, the random low frequencynoise level is
decreased and the S/N ratio improved.
For prestack processing a convolutional zero phase time varying bandpassfilter
was chosen to deal with the varying S/N characteristics due to multipleenergy. This
filter is based upon the principle of constructinga zero-phase wavelet with an
amplitude spectrum that contains the desired frequencies. Thisspectrum is then
multiplied with the spectrum of the seismic data trace (equivalentto convolving the
zero-phase wavelet with the trace), zeroing out the unwantedenergy. A filter length set
to 39 points (156 ms) and a passband that varied from 10-100 Hz above the multiple,
and 10-40 below the multiple for the shelf arean and 10-50 Hz below themultiple for
the rest of the profile was found to produce good results. The small frequencyband of
10-40/50 Hz helped to suppress multiples since genuine reflectionsat depth contain
lower frequencies than sea floor multiples, which traveled only inwater and were thus
subjected to less attenuation. Some processing steps, suchas calculation of semblance
values for velocity analysis or special treatment of certain linesegments with unusually
high-frequency random noise, required different passbands. This will be mentionedas
individual processes are described.
4.5.2 CMP Sorting
Multichannel seismic data were acquired in shot-receiver (s, r) coordinates
(figure 4.9 a), determined from the field geometry, and stored in thetrace headers.
Data processing, on the other hand, deals with midpoint-offset (m, o)coordinates
(figure 4.9 b).Offset (in meters)
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Figure 4.8 Common shot gather of shot 23000 of line 1262 after application ofa 39-
point time domain 10-100 Hz bandpass filter; compared with figure 4.4, random noise
was significantly attenuated52
rprprR
b)
s = shot, r = receiver coordinate m = midpointrp = reflection point
Figure 4.9 a) data acquisition in the shot-receiver (s, r) domainand b) recording in the
midpoint-offset (m, o) domain; CMP = common midpoint; CDP= common depth point
Noteworthy is the fact that a common depth point (CDP) gather isequivalent to
a CMP gather only when reflectors are horizontal and velocities do notvary laterally.
As soon as dipping reflectors or heterogeneityoccur, CMP and CDP (see figure 4.9 b)
are no longer coincident, and reflection points corresponding to each source-receiver
pair in a CMP gather do not fall on thesame depth point over a dipping reflector. For
this reason, the text refers exclusively to CMP.
The fold of line 1262 amounts to 68. One advantage of multi-folddata is the
attenuation of multiples and guided waves. This is basedon the fact that coherent noise
usually possesses different stacking velocities than genuinereflections.Velocity
analysis deals with finding the right stacking velocities and therebyconstitutes a very
significant portion of the data processing procedure.53
4.5.3 Velocity Analysis
4.5.3.1 NORMAL MOVEOUT (NMO)
Stacking velocity is the important criterionon which the success of multi-fold
coverage with nonzero-offset recording is based. Nonzero-offset dataare, in fact,
required to estimate stacking velocities of the subsurface.
Figure 4.10 displays a 68-fold CMP gather of CMP 11100.Reflections are
distinguishable by their hyperbolic shape. The small-spread approximationused to
obtain the hyperbolic traveltime curve (Appendix A) doesnot strictly apply for sea
floor and shallow sediments when the streamer is 3 km long,as is the case for the
ACCRETE experiment. To account for this problem, far offset-traceswere muted as
described below.
A problem arises when NMO-correction (Appendix A) is applied. Thisis called
NMO stretching and describes a frequency distortion thatoccurs particularly for
shallow events and at large offsets. Figure 4.11 showstwo reflection hyperbolae before
(right) and after (left) NMO correction. Reflector b) is locatedat shallower depth and
displays a greater NMO than reflector a). Due to this difference inNMOs, the distance
between reflection hyperbola a) and b) at large offsets is stretchedafter NMO
correction, causing the wave form witha dominant period T to be changed to a period
T', which is greater than T. Stretching is thereforea frequency distortion in which
events are shifted to lower frequencies. Since significant NMO differencesoccur at
small times, large offset stretching is confined to these times andstacking will cause
shallow events to be severely damaged. This problemwas solved by muting the
stretched zones in the gather, which at thesame time eliminates far offset traces that do
not strictly apply to the small-spread approximation.
Automatic muting uses a preset stretch limit. If the S/N ratio isgood, the
stretch mute is acceptable to preserve the signal bandwidth. Apoor S/N ratio requiresCMP 11100
traces
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Figure 4.10 Common depth point gather of CMP 11100 in the trough segment of line
1262; a t2-gain correction was applied as well as a time-domain bandpass filter with a
passband of 10-125 Hz; far offset traces consist mainly of noise; reflections are
distinguishable by their hyperbolic shapewith NMO correction without NMO correction
a
istretched
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Figure 4.11 Two reflection hyperbolas before (right) and after (left)NMO correction;
reflector (b) is located at shallower depths; the difference in lengthbetween reflectors
(a) and (b) before and after NMO correction defines the stretch
more traces to boost the S/N and larger offsets should be included in the stack. Thus, it
is necessary to evaluate the amount of muting to be applied. Stackingof all ACCRETE
data was done with a stretch limit that allows 0.5 seconds total stretch.
4.5.3.2 VELOCITY PICKING
Conventional velocity analysis is based upon the hyperbolic assumptionand
denotes the process of determining stacking velocities from the seismicdata. A proper
velocity function is in turn used to correct for NMO,so that reflections are aligned
within one CMP gather and can be stacked. The fact that themoveout generally
decreases with depth affects the resolution of velocity estimates.
Two different methods were used to conduct velocity analysis anddetails are
discussed in Appendix B. The constant velocity method corrects normalmoveout for a
CMP gather using a range of constant velocities, and results for eachvelocity are
displayed. Reflectors are overcorrected for too small and undercorrectedfor too high a
velocity. The proper velocity for a given twtt is picked where theNMO is completely56
removed and reflectors appear flat. This velocity analysiswas used to determine
velocity functions at specific locations of interest, e.g. in areas of complexstructure or
rapid lateral velocity changes. The velocity spectrum method generally displays
coherency of the signal along a hyperbolic trajectory over the entire spread length of
one CMP gather. Semblance (Appendix B) was chosen as display quantity to analyze
the ACCRETE data.
Semblance contour plots were calculated for every 100th CMP (1.25 km) of
each profile. Figure 4.12 shows such a semblance contour plot for CMP 11100 of line
1262, located on the Queen Charlotte Trough over oceanic crust. This isa good
example of how semblance contour peaks are located at continuously greater stacking
velocities as two-way traveltime (twtt) increases. Starting at 3.5 seconds water depth,
the black line follows the velocity function picked for this CMP. A velocity function of
one CMP consists of stacking velocity (in m/s) and two-way traveltime (in seconds)
pairs. Semblance peaks of the water-bottom multiple (WBM) firstappear at 7 s twtt
and line up for consecutive depths along the water velocity of about 1500 m/s. Here,
stacking velocities for primary and multiple differ as much as 1500 m/s. Unfortunately,
the multiple energy is very strong, so that stacking of multiple energy fromnear traces
with negligible moveout still overprints the faint energy from genuine reflections.
It was not always as simple a task as it seemed in figure 4.12 to pick velocity-
time pairs. Figure 4.13, for example, shows a semblance contour plot of CMP 10500,
where the signal-to-noise ratio is significantly reduced by diffractedenergy due to a
surface with topographic relief (ridge) and dipping events, which would require dip
moveout instead of normal moveout. In this plot, strong semblance peaks are only
visible above 3.7 seconds, and even there their appearance ismore scattered than at
comparable depths in figure 4.12. Velocity picking below this depth wasvery difficult.
To help correlate strong reflections with semblance peaks, the corresponding CMP
gather was plotted next to the semblance contour plot. The choice ofa set of velocity
picks started with the correlation to prominent reflections visible in the CMP gather.57
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Figure 4.12 Semblance contour plot (calculated at a 100ms time gate and a velocity
increment of 20 m/s) of CMP 11100 of line 1262 locatedon the Queen Charlotte Trough
segment, showing how semblance contour peaks group around continuously greater
velocities as twtt increases; sea floor at 3.5 seconds twtt, water bottom multiple first
appears at 7 seconds58
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Figure 4.13 Semblance contour plot (calculated at a 100 ms time gate anda velocity
increment of 20 m/s) of CMP 10500 of line 1262 located on rough surface of topographic
relief and dipping events; S/N ratio is significantly reduced by diffractionenergy; strong
semblance peaks are visible only above 3.7 seconds and showa more scattered
appearance than those at comparable depths in figure 4.1259
This first choice was then continuously improved by stacking and using the newly
gained information for repeated velocity picking. To better understand this procedure,
factors that affect velocity estimates are discussed briefly.
The velocity spectrum was computed along hyperbolic search paths fora range
of stacking velocities over a specific two-way timegate. More coarsely chosen gate
lengths resulted in less temporal resolution. Gate lengths commonlyrange between
one-half and one times the dominant period in the data (Yilmaz, 1988). A dominant
frequency of about 30-40 Hz suggests a gate length of 25-33ms. Semblance contour
plots in this analysis, however, were computed witha 100 ms gate, which reduced
computation time and still provided good results for velocity picking. The velocity
range should span the stacking velocities that correspond to primary reflections present
on the CMP gather. Semblance values were determined over a range from 1400 m/s to
3000 m/s in velocity increments of 20 m/s. Band-pass filtering and gain- corrections can
sometimes improve velocity spectra, particularly in gathers with low S/N ratios.The
CMP gathers used in this analysis were zero-phase bandpass filtered in the frequency
domain with a passband of 10-60 Hz and a filterresponse slope of 48 db/octave. The
t2-gain function was applied to have evenly leveled amplitude valuesover all two-way
traveltimes.
Another way to improve the quality of the velocity spectrum isto include more
than just one CMP gather in the analysis. A requirement for this is thatno dip should be
present over the range of these gathers. Semblance contour plotswere calculated over
four adjacent CMPs (50 m).
4.5.3.3 2-D VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
To find the optimum velocity distribution for the whole profile,a set of velocity
functions was determined located at every 100th CMP-control point. Stacking ofCMP
gathers at these control points gave a first insight of how well reflections stack in.
Stacking of the whole profile or portions of it revealed the quality of thetwo-60
dimensional velocity field, which can be seen in the continuity of reflectors. To verify
velocities at specific CMPs, constant velocity panelswere used to pick velocities and
improve the stack.
Interval velocities are a good approximation to the actual velocity in subsurface
layers. They might indicate unreasonably highor low stacking velocities at depth,
where resolution of the seismic data is poor, and large variation in stacking velocity
causes little change in moveout. Interval velocities for horizontal constant velocity
layering (vstackvrms) were calculated by using the Dix formula (Appendix B).
The next three figures (figures 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16) present the results of the
velocity analysis of line 1262. Figure 4.14 shows the final stacked section, illustrating
the locations of CMPs relative to structure. Figures 4.15 and 4.16 then display thetwo-
dimensional stacking and interval velocity distribution. To obtain velocity functions of
CMPs between those obtained from velocity analysis every 100th CMPs, SIOSEISwas
used to perform a spatial and temporal variation. Iso-velocity spatial variationtraces
iso-velocity contours through the subsurface and determines the time associated with
each velocity. To produce a stacking velocity distribution plot suchas the one in figure
4.15, SIOSEIS found velocity-time pairs by iso-velocity spatial variation forevery 10th
CMP and by linear temporal interpolation every 0.002 seconds. These valueswere read
into MATLAB, and converted to a matrix. The grid-filewas then plotted with use of a
rainbow color palette and contoured in 0.25 km/s-intervals.
A similar procedure lead to the interval velocity distribution along 1262 (figure
4.16). Here, every column of the grid-file of stacking velocities from figure 4.15was
put value after value into the Dix formula (Appendix B) to compute interval velocities
between adjacent elements. As a result, this matrix possesses one row less than the
matrix of stacking velocities.
While the stacking velocity distribution looksvery smooth, interval velocities
calculated at very small time intervals show greater lateral and vertical variations. To
show why, a simple velocity function at one CMP of four velocity-time pairs is shown'TROUGH]
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Figure 4.15 Final two-dimensional stacking velocity distributionof line 1262 as used for NMO correction and found byvelocity analysis of every 100th CMP and of spatial and temporal variationevery 10th CMP and every 0.002 seconds; red area represents the
water velocity of 1.5 km/s in shallow portions, and the first water-bottom multipleat depth; stacking velocity contours have intervals of 0.25 km/s0
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Figure 4.16 Two-dimensional interval velocity distribution of line 1262 found by applyingthe Dix formula to each column of the
grid-file of stacking velocities of figure 4.15; its greater lateral and vertical variationsand velocity reversals are partly artifacts
produced by poorly constrained picks and their spatial and temporal variation64
in figure 4.17 and table 4.6. Linear interpolation in themanner done to find the stacking
velocity distribution was used to determine velocity-time pairs betweencontrol-points
in the vertical direction. Slopes between control-points change abruptly.As seen in the
table, interval velocities behave in a way that is less obvious. A linearincrease in nns
velocities means a linear increase in interval velocities, and slopeschange accordingly.
But only when rates stay at least constant, interval velocities increasemonotonically.
As soon as the second derivative of the stacking velocity functionassumes a negative
value (between control point 3 and 3b), interval velocity decreasesto produce a low
velocity zone. Spatial interpolation between picked velocity functions enhancesthe
likelihood of such behavior, especially since interceptsat which interval velocities were
calculated are very small (0.002 seconds). Smallzones of low velocity or lateral
variation might not be real, but artifacts ofa few poorly constrained velocity picks and
their spatial and temporal variation. This is why interval-velocity distributionsobtained
in this manner can only give an idea of trends and tendencies of actual velocitiesin
rocks. To get a better picture of the layered velocity structure,one must pick stacking
velocities along specific reflectors and compute interval velocities between them.
In figure 4.14 the first and second order multiplesare very striking and strong
features. Due to the increase in water depth they arrive at continuously later times from
east to west along the profile. Velocity estimates were strongly influenced by the
presence of these multiples. Along the terrace and trough, especially, no high amplitude
semblance values could be found at times aftersea floor multiple reflections had
arrived. On the shelf, water depth is so shallow that high order multipleswere
attenuated already at a few seconds depth. Unfortunately, the deeper subsurface ofthe
shelf shows little reflectivity, and no continuous eventsare observable. Generally,
velocity functions were linearly extrapolated when reasonable velocity pickswere not
possible because multiple reflection energy overprinted faint genuine reflectionsat
depth or semblance peaks were simply nonexistent. That is why thearea covered by
first and higher order multiples were not included in the velocity distributioncolor
schemes of figure 4.15 and 4.16.1.5 2.0 2.5
Figure 4.17 Simple velocity function of four
velocity-time pairs; numbers correspond to
control points, letters to linearly interpolated
values; velocity values are in km/s; first
derivative of the stacking velocity relative to
timeisalways positive butitssecond
derivative assumes negative values at control
points 3 and 3a; a low velocity zone is
present between 3 and 3b.
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Table 4.6 Data values corresponding
to graph shown in figure 4.17
rms
velocity in
km/s
twtt
in s
interval
velocity
1. 1.5 0
1.6
la1.6 0.1
1.794
lb1.7 0.2
1.985
2. 1.8 0.3
2.506
2a2.0 0.4
2.864
2b2.2 0.5
3.219
3 2.4 0.6
3.214
3a2.5 0.7
3.396
3b2.6 0.8
3.396
4. 2.7 0.966
A constant velocity analysis was carried out at various CMPs (10800, 10900,
11000, 11100, 11200, 11300, and 11500) west of the ridge. Figure 4.18 shows the
stacked section from CMP 10700 through 11500 and includes stacking velocities from
the same reflectors at CMP 10800, 10900, 11000 and 11300. Between CMPs 11000
and 10800, velocitiesat comparable depths increase significantly towards the
topographic structure, where flat lying marine sediments in the troughto the west seem
to be disrupted by a fault. Using these velocities, interval velocitieswere calculated and
presented in figure 4.19 a) (dashed lines for CMPs 10800 and 10900). Interval
velocities and thicknesses for the same layers of rockappear to increase toward the
ridge. The lateral variation becomes more pronounced at depth and isas high as 2 km/s
in places.
Two possible explanations can be found for this phenomenon. First, layersare
squeezed, compressed and thickened towards the ridge. This would increase their
velocity. It is questionable whether compression that generatesan increase in velocity
of 2 km/s is likely to occur over a short distance of 200 CDPs2.5 km). Also, if the
interval velocity had increased, then At for that layer should have decreased, whichwas
not the case. The second explanation is lateral heterogeneity. Velocities beneath the
ridge and terrace are generally greater than those to the west,as can be seen on the
distribution of stacking velocities. Raypaths of seismic waves thatwere recorded at
traces associated with CMPs 10800 and 10900 must have partly traveled through this
high velocity medium. The ridge will skew stacking velocitiesto greater values. Half
the spread length (2800 m / 2 = 1400 m = 112 CMPs) could bean estimation for how
far west from the ridge velocities will be affected. Raypath bending dueto higher
velocities might further increase this estimate. Adding 120 CMPs to the extent of the
ridge at CMP 10800 yields CMP 10920, which is close to CMP 11000, where
velocities seem to be "normal" again. This explanation is consistent also with the fact
that the closer to the ridge and the deeper the reflector, the greater the deviation from
the "normal" velocity function, since waves must have traveled througha larger portionCMPs
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Figure 4.18 Stack of the trough portion of line 1262 from CMP 10700 through 11500;
stacking velocities found by a detailed constant velocity analysis for various reflectors are
marked and show an increase toward the ridge between CMP 11000 and 10800E2
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Figure 4.19 Curves of depth below sea floor (in km) versus interval velocities (in km/s)
of the a) Queen Charlotte Trough portion and the b) terrace segment of line 1262; interval
velocities and thicknesses for the same layers appear to increase for CMPs 10800 and
10900 (dashed), this becomes more pronounced with depth; solid curves for CMPs 10800
and 10900 were calculated by using the same interval velocities as for CMPs further west
(11000-11500)69
of the higher velocity medium. The second explanationseems to be the more plausible
one and assuming its correctness, interval velocities in the vicinity of the ridge were
changed to values found further to the west. Looking at figure 4.19 again, the graphs
of CMP 10800 and 10900 (solid) perfectly resemble interval velocities and thicknesses
of CMPs at greater distance from the ridge. Interval velocity-depth functions (hung
from the water bottom) within the Queen Charlotte Trough and Terrace (figure 4.19)
display a noticeable difference in their slopes. Interval velocity increasesmore rapidly in
the terrace. An interpretation will follow in subsequent chapters.
4.5.4 CMP Stacking
The stacking velocity distribution of figure 4.15 including extrapolations to 8
seconds depth finally served as input for normal moveout correction and stacking
(figure 4.14).
4.5.5 Post-stack Processes
Post-stack processing was for the most part concerned with the improvement of
display. A linear prediction deconvolution was applied to the shelfarea of line 1262 to
reduce the periodic reoccurrence of the water-bottom multiple, whichreappears at an
interval of 0.34 seconds twtt. This time delay of the event to be removedwas input as
the prediction distance. An autocorrelation of the design windowwas taken and an
inverse filter was designed so that the autocorrelation of thesame window after
deconvolution resulted in a spike followed by zeros.
For plotting purposes four adjacent traces (50 m) were mixed (added), which
for one reduced the profile length and for the other increased genuine continuous
reflectors and further attenuated random noise. The mixing of traces, however, is only
an advantage if reflector dips over the range of mixed traces are small enough to not70
produce smearing or broadening of the reflector, which is thecase for most portions of
the ACCRETE data.
All stacked sections were displayed by usinga mild AGC with a time window
of 1second and the same constant scalar of 1.5E-07to preserve amplitude
relationships between traces. The horizontal scale is fixedat 130 mixed traces per inch
and the vertical scale set to 0.5 inches per second leadingto a vertical exaggeration of
2.19.
The following sections will show stacking and interval velocity distributionsas
well as the final stacks of lines 1250, 1264 and 1265. Processing for theseprofiles
closely resembled the sequence presented in the flowchart of section 4.4.
4.6 LINE 1250
Line 1250 comprises the first 85 km of the ACCRETE ship cruise track (figure
3.1) and crosses the Queen Charlotte Trough, the terrace, the shelf break anda small
part of the shelf just 30 km south of line 1262. Its westernmost portion bends
southward and thereby crosses line 1263 and S.P. Lee 3 (figure 2.2). No major changes
in the processing procedure were required for this line,except for CMPs 550-750,
where a prestack convolutional zero phase bandpass filter (filter length 156ms) with a
low cut of 20 Hz instead of 10 Hz was chosen, due to the increasedlow frequency
noise in this area. The stacked section is shown in figure 4.20,an its stacking and
interval velocity distributions are given in figures 4.21 and 4.22, respectively.
4.7 LINES 1264 AND 1265
Line 1264 parallels the shelf break at a distance of approximately 15 km.From
south to north it ties to line S.P. Lee 3, 1250, S.P. Lee 5, and line 1262. Line1265 is0 5
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Figure 4.20 Final stacked section of profile 1250, using thestacking velocities as displayed in figure 4.21; markedare the three structural domains, the Queen Charlotte Trough, the
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Figure 4.21Final two-dimensional stacking velocity distribution of line 1250as used for NMO correction and found by velocity
analysis of every 100th CMP and of spatial and temporal variationevery 10th CMP and every 0.002 seconds; red area represents the
water velocity of 1.5 km/s in shallow portions, and the first water-bottom multiple at depth; stacking velocitycontours have intervals
of 0.25 km/sw
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Figure 4.22 Two-dimensional interval velocity distribution of line 1250 foundby applying the Dix formula to each column of the
grid-file of stacking velocities of figure 4.21; its greater lateral and verticalvariations and velocity reversals are partly artifacts
produced by poorly constrained picks and their spatial and temporalvariation74
located entirely on the terrace and forms the last profile that could be recorded within
the time limits of the cruise. It is the extension of line 1264 but oriented ina northwest
southeast direction crossing lines 1262 and S.P. Lee 5. Unfortunately, the linestops
just before the interesting area of transition between trough andterrace is reached.
Increased low frequency noise in portions of these profiles required the lowcut of the
prestack convolutional zero phase bandpass filter to be raisedto 17 Hz for CMPs
5000-5195 of line 1264 and for CMPs 275-560 and 901-1160 of line 1265. The
following six figures (figures 4.23- 4.28) demonstrate again the stacked sections and
their stacking and interval velocity distributions.
4.8 MIGRATION
Following stacking, migration is the last principal step of seismic data
processing. Reflections in the stacked sections of lines 1250, 1262, 1264 and 1265,
especially at regions with structural dip, have a complexappearance. Diffraction
hyperbolas are associated with faulting, due to the sharp discontinuities at both ends of
the reflector. Irregular water-bottom topographycan consist of point sources that
produce diffractions as well. Bowtie-like features occur at synclinal structures, whereas
anticlines look much broader than they really are.
The main goal of migration is to transform these undesired features of the stack
into a display that more accurately reflects subsurface geology. Althougha geologic
cross section's vertical axis should be depth, migrated data is mostly presented in two-
way travel time. One advantage is that computing a time migrated section is much less
time consuming; another is that it permits comparison of stacked and migrated sections
to evaluate their validity. This is an important part of the interpretationprocess. To
obtain a depth migrated section one needs a muchmore accurate estimate of velocity.
If this is not available, time migration may be preferable to depth migration.1
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Figure 4.23 Final stacked section of profile1264, using the stacking velocitiesas displayed in figure 4.24; the data are displayed after application ofa 4-trace-mix, a prestack time-variant bandpass filter (passband 10-100 Hz aboveand 10-50 Hz below the first water-bottom multiple),and a 1-second AGC; vertical exaggeration: 2.1976
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Figure 4.25Two-dimensional interval velocity distribution of line 1264 found by
applying the Dix formula to each column of the grid-file of stacking velocities of figure
4.24; its greater lateral and vertical variations and velocity reversalsare partly artifacts
produced by poorly constrained picks and their spatial and temporal variation78
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Figure 4.27 Final two-dimensional stacking velocity distribution of line 1265as used for
NMO correction and found by velocity analysis ofevery 100th CMP and of spatial and
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Figure 4.28Two-dimensional interval velocity distribution of line 1265 found by
applying the Dix formula to each column of the grid-file of stacking velocities of figure
4.27; its greater lateral and vertical variations and velocity reversalsare partly artifacts
produced by poorly constrained picks and their spatial and temporal variation81
Generally, migration collapses diffractions and shortens,steepens and moves
reflectors in the updip direction to place them at their true subsurface position.Spatial
resolution is improved by delineating detailed subsurface features, making iteasier for
the interpreter to detect faults and derivea structure map, which will be of major
concern in the next chapter.
Several migration algorithms exist, butnone of these algorithms explicitly
models multiple reflections, surface wavesor noise. Such energy is treated the same as
primary reflections. That is why ease of interpretation ofa migrated section depends
mainly on the quality of the stacked section from which it is derived. Thedifferent
migration algorithms and their advantages and disadvantagesare briefly discussed in
Appendix C.
The 45-degree-finite-difference algorithm is implemented in SIOSEIS andwas
used to migrate the ACCRETE profiles. This method is capable of handlingdips only
up to angles of 45-degrees with sufficient accuracy. On the other hand, it has fewer
problems dealing with lateral velocity variations unless theyare abrupt. This was
considered to be more significant for the ACCRETE data, for the stacking velocity
distributions presented in the previous sections contain lateral variation. In addition,
strongly dipping reflectors are only significant at the ridge-likestructure which forms
the westward boundary of the terrace in line 1262, and at themore steeply sloping
portion of the terrace close to the shelf break. Application of prestack depth migration
to these regions would be useful.
One important parameter of finite-difference migration is the depth-step size.
For time migration this step size (AT) will be in seconds. Smallstep sizes improve the
migration result, but too small a step size requires large amounts ofcomputer time.
Here, a step size of 50 ms was chosen.
The abrupt edges of the seismic section, where the profile terminates, requirea
pad zone to prevent data that should migrate past these edges from beingreflected
back in. The pad zone contains traces ofzero amplitude to allow dipping events to be82
moved into this area. The different sections of the ACCRETE profileswere padded
with 200 traces on each side.
The finite-difference migrated profiles 1262, 1250, 1263, 1264 and1265 are
presented in chapter 5 along with their structural interpretation.A t2-gain correction
was applied premigration, and energy below the first water-bottom multiplewas muted
before migration to prevent multiples from being migrated into the section.Some
ovennigration smiles or smearing are still visible in the deeperparts of the terrace in
lines 1262 and 1265. This could be due to bursts of amplitude inthe input section,
which were migrated into smiles. Smearingoccurs preferentially at the bottom and side
boundaries of the section. The S/N ratio is lower at the side boundaries becauseof the
decreasing fold and the faintness of genuine events relativeto a stable noise level. At
depth, velocities are high and more difficult to pick, resulting ingreater uncertainty.
Overall, the finite-difference migration produced satisfactory results,except at
the location of the ridge in profile 1262. Specialtreatment of strong dips before
stacking is necessary there to properly image this region andto extract all possible
structural information from the data.
The following chapter will deal with the geologic interpretation ofall four lines
presented here, as well as of line 1263, whichwas partly processed by Kristin M. M.
Rohr, Geological Survey of Canada. Three differenttypes of data display will be used
for this purpose. The stacked section is ofgreat importance to help the interpreter
evaluate the quality of the time migrated sections. To getan image of orientation and
dip of the structure, a time-to-depth conversionwas conducted along vertical raypaths,
using the same stacking velocity distributionas was used for the stack and migration
process. This method is strictly valid only for velocity that varies solely with depth and
can not handle structural dip. However, small and smooth velocity variations produce
reasonable depth conversions. For a complete display of processing results, figure4.29
presents profile 1262 as an example of a time-to-depth converted section. The data
were plotted at a horizontal scale of 130 mixed traces per inch and a vertical scale of
0.5 km/ inch; the vertical exaggeration is 3.29. Althougha depth section is the83
preferred result of a geologic interpretation, only time-migratedsections were used
here. After dominant reflectors were traced and markedon the migrated profiles,
results at certain OAPs were converted to depth to be usedas constraints on gravity
forward modeling in chapter 6.1
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5. GEOLOGIC INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSIONOF SEISMIC DATA
Seismic data are very useful in revealing features of sedimentarybasins and
deeper structure. The tectonic setting can govern the type ofstructures that are present
in an area and how structural features relate to each other. In thisthesis, structural
information was obtained on the Queen Charlotte Fault in the regionoffshore Dixon
Entrance. The ACCRETE profiles, whichwere shot in different directions to obtain
three-dimensional information, were used:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
to map faults, channels, and folds (structural analysis);
to delineate seismic sequences bound by unconformities, which represent
different time-depositional units, and to recognize seismic facies from
seismic reflection characteristics, which might suggest the depositional
environment (stratigraphic interpretation);
to construct a cross section of each profile, that contains information from
(1) and (2);
to correlate features across profiles to obtain a three-dimensional image;
to use the above results as input to forward gravity modeling of two
profiles across the plate boundary
to deduce information on the geologic and tectonic history of thearea.
The final interpretation must be consistent with all the seismic datathat is
available (location of ACCRETE profiles and other seismic lines shown in figure2.2).
It should also be consistent with other geological and geophysical informationabout
this area, including gravity and magnetic data, heat flow, well logs,surface morphology
and geology. Unfortunately, no well datawere available to relate actual geology to the
ACCRETE seismic data set in Dixon Entrance. However,a gravity model will be
constructed from the seismic structural interpretation (chapter 6). Also, thelocation of
the Queen Charlotte Fault trace from GLORIA sidescan data will beintegrated into the
interpretation.86
5.1 GEOPHYSICAL ASSUMPTIONS AND DEFINITIONOF UNITS
The following fundamental assumptions (Sheriff and Geldart,1987) were
implicit in all subsequent interpretations. Acoustic-impedancecontrasts in the Earth
reflect energy. These contrastsare aligned along deposition and erosional time lines,
which are surfaces that at one time have been the surface of theearth. The thickness of
consecutive surfaces is much smaller than seismic datacan resolve, but due to their
parallelism, constructive interference overa widespread area with slow lateral changes
produces coherent line-ups of reflectionevents.Sets of subparallel events are
subdivided into units, which have angular relations to each other.Adjacent units
represent periods of sediment deposition in different environmentsor tectonic regimes.
Their boundaries, referred to as unconformities, generally indicatea gap in geologic
time, during which sedimentswere tectonically tilted, not deposited, or eroded away
(hiatus). Unconformities are often themore prominent reflectors because the nature of
the sediments changed across them to forma large acoustic-impedance contrast. By
tracing these prominent events, which bound whole depositionalsequences or facies,
across all the profiles a map can be constructed which represents the geologicstructure
of unit surfaces.
5.2 STRUCTURAL FEATURES
The type of tectonic setting influences strongly what structuralfeatures are
dominant and how they relate to each other. The Queen Charlotte TransformFault
Zone in the region off Dixon Entrance is predominantlya strike slip fault with a small
component of convergence. The stress produced by plate movement of this kind is
typically confined to a relatively narrow linearzone along the principal strike-slip
direction and is relieved mainly through structural featuresconcentrated on a single
master fault or distributed over a set of parallel faults (Harding and Lowell, 1979).87
Secondary stresses account for secondary structural features, these inturn produce
tertiary features, and so forth.
Basement-involved wrench-faulting is typical for transform plate boundaries
and varies between pure strike-slip, convergent,or divergent wrenching depending on
the orientation of the plate boundary relative to regional plate motion (Harding and
Lowell, 1979). The primary wrench fault is commonly accompanied by secondary
features that are oriented en echelon at angles of about 30° (thrustsor folds) or 60°
(normal faults) to it (Figure 5.1) (Christie-Blick and Biddle, 1985). Thesestructures are
consistently overlapping, aligned parallel with each other but oblique to thezone of
deformation, and tend to steepen with depth. Also observed in model studies involving
clay or unconsolidated sand are synthetic strike-slip faultsor conjugate Riedel (R')
shears, secondary synthetic faults or P-shears, or faults parallel to the principal
displacement zone (Christie-Buick and Biddle, 1985). Because rocksare heterogeneous,
and because early-formed structures rotate during continuing deformation, geological
examples tend to be more complicated, and observed arrangements of structures donot
necessarily conform to those predicted by models. A component ofconvergence along
the transform boundary promotes the occurrence of upward-spreading faultzones over
a high-angle fault stem, called flower-structures, whose elements have reverse
separation. Flower structures are very distinctive in seismic data, muchmore so than
pure strike slip faults, which do not possess a vertical throw. The following detailed
interpretation of the seismic sections revealed the presence of such structural features.
5.3PROCEDURE
To facilitate the interpretation process the region of the Queen Charlotte Faultzone
was subdivided into its three structural segments: the continental shelf and shelf break,
bounded by the Queen Charlotte Fault to the west; the Queen Charlotte Terraceor
continental slope; and the Queen Charlotte Trough. Supplementing the ACCRETE88
Figure 5.1 The angular relations between structures that tendto form in right-lateral
simple shear under ideal conditions, compiled from clay-cake modelsand from
geological examples; (A) Terminology superimposedon a strain ellipse (from Wilcox et
al., 1973); (B) Riedel shear terminology, faults withreverse separation tend to develop
parallel to the orientation of the fold in A (from Christie-Blick and Biddle, 1985)
profiles is a set of four 24-fold multichannel seismic reflection lines thatwere collected
in 1977 by the US Geological Survey and the Geological Survey of Canadaon the
research vessel S.P. Lee (Rohr et al., 1992). Their locations,as well as the three
structural segments, are shown in figure 5.2.
Processing of the S.P. Lee data includeda spherical spreading correction,
velocity analysis, band-pass filtering and stacking (Rohret al., 1992). Snavely et al.
(1981) interpreted the northernmost of these lines which lies about 10 km south of line
1262. Although the quality of the S.P. Lee stacks is inferior to the ACCRETE profiles,
an interpretation of all four lines was undertaken to constrain a more complete tectonic
model.55° 00'
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Figure 5.2 Location map of all interpreted profiles of this study overlainon bathymetry
(in meters); shown also are the three structural segments, the Queen Charlotte Trough,
the Queen Charlotte Terrace, and the continental shelf off Dixon Entrance; thewestern
terrace boundary is marked by a significant step in bathymetry (black line), its eastern
boundary by the Queen Charlotte Fault (QCF)90
For the ACCRETE profiles, interpretations were basedon migrated sections,
but features are compared to unmigrated stacks to beaware of possible migration
errors. During structural analysis, events were followed throughout each seismic
section, and faults identified where reflections are displaced. Ideally, reflections
terminate abruptly on each side of the fault. Diffractions, however, if not removed by
migration, make the fault plane less clearly visible.
Since the attitude of seismic reflections follows that of depositional time lines,
rather than facies changes, a seismic-sequence analysis was carried out by identifying
time-depositional units. A unit is confined by unconformities, whichare easy to
recognize in seismic data if they are angular. Angular unconfonnitieswere then mapped
through regions where such angularities ceased to exist. Reflections of unit boundaries
were then checked for consistency on the stacked sections at CMPs of intersecting lines
and the same horizons and faults were correlated between profiles. Resultswere
displayed in geologic cross sections and maps of unit thicknessor structural features to
obtain a three-dimensional image.
In the next step, it is attempted to tie the structural information to geologic
history by determining relative ages of different horizons. Absoluteage correlation with
the geologic time scale was difficult, due to the lack of well data. Finally, the
interpreted profiles are converted to depth and used as input for gravity modeling.
5.4 THE QUEEN CHARLOTTE TROUGH REGION
Profiles that supply information on the Queen Charlotte Troughare lines 1262
(figure 5.3), S.P. Lee 5 (figure 5.4), 1250 (figure 5.5), S.P. Lee 3 (figure 5.6) and 1263
(figure 5.7). As described in chapter 4, lines 1262 and 1250 cross the Queen Charlotte
Fault, the terrace and a small portion of the trough, from west to east. S.P. Lee lines 5
and 3 also cross these features and continue an additional distance of almost 70 km
westward toward the Oshawa Rise (figure 2.2). Line 1263 is oriented ina northwest-
southeast fashion, to tie all above lines together. S.P. Lee 1 (figure 5.8) and 2 (figure91
5.9) show the structure further south, west of the northern Queen Charlotte Islands
(see figure 2.2 or figure 5.2 for location).
5.4.1 Basement
Oceanic basement can be identified over the entire trough region on all profiles
(blue line on interpreted sections) by the change in reflectivity from flat-lying,
continuous reflectors to a rougher reflection pattern. This acoustic basement is
considered the top of the oceanic crust. On the S.P. Lee stacked sections the interface
shows many strong hyperbolae, indicating a rough surface, whereas on the migrated
ACCRETE lines the interface is resolved by migration into a hummocky and partly
disrupted strong reflector. Line 1263 (figure 5.7) exemplifies the change in appearance
from a continuous acoustic basement between CMPs 275 and 2000 to broken-up
pieces of it, visible as discontinuous events from CMP 2000 to CMP 4400, where it
becomes more coherent again. This is an interesting observation as it coincides with the
location between two nearly vertical disruptions of the sediments and possible
basement involvement at CMP 2300 and CMP 4320 (called N-S fault and S-fault in
figure 5.7). Faulting will be discussed in more detail below.
On lines 1262 and 1250 (figures 4.16 and 4.19), interval velocities within the
top layers of the basement fall in the range of 5-5.5 km/s (± 0.5 km/s). This value is not
very well constrained and was obtained by only one additional velocity pick below the
assumed sediment-basement interface (see figure 4.12). Nevertheless, this velocity
corresponds well with velocities obtained from refraction work west of the southern
Queen Charlotte Islands and Moresby Island in comparable oceanic crust. Horn et. al.
(1984, figure 2.7) found velocities of 3.8-5.2 km/s for a layer interpreted as "slightly
sheared pillow basalts and spikes" within the upper oceanic crust. Dehler and Clowes
(1988, figure 2.11) associated a velocity of 5.0 km/s with tholeiitic basalts and defined
the top of the oceanic crust as composed of a 3.8 km/s-section of basaltic pillow lavasa) LINE 1262 (distance in km)
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and sheet flows underlain by a 6.7 km/s-layer of interlayeredgabbro and peridotites.
Measurements of velocity in different rock types (Sheriff and Geldart,1987, p. 2)
confirm as well that velocities between 5-6 km/s for basalticrocks are generally
expected.
Less than half a second above the sediment-basement reflectorthere is a
reflector with a reflectivity similar to basement, but which ismore coherent (unit A in
interpreted sections). The velocity of this layer (5 km/s) approachesvalues as earlier
assigned to basement rock, probably forminga transition composed of pillow basalt
with interbedded breccia or sedimentary rocks. For tworeasons, it is possible that the
bottom reflector of this layer is an interbed multiple. One is theextreme parallelism of
the unit boundaries, the second that a unit of pillow basalt with interbeddedsediments
on top of basalt would not produce a strong reflector as was observed at the bottom of
unit A.
Deep within the basement at the western ends of S.P. Lee 5 and 2 (figures5.4
and 5.9) from just below 6 s a reflector dips eastward till it disappears into themultiple
at SP 500 (S.P. Lee 5) and between SP 900 and 1000 (S.P. Lee 2),at about 7.5 and
7.3 seconds two-way traveltime, respectively. It could be the Mohodiscontinuity,
which is typically found about 2 seconds below the acoustical basementreflector in
oceanic crust. An argument against this would be theapparent eastward thickening of
the crust. Assuming a crustal velocity of 6 km/s, the crust would beanomalously thin at
the western ends of the profiles (-4: 4 km) and thickens toa normal thickness of about 6
km to the east. No other indication or reason fora significant change in crustal
thickness can be found in this data or in other work done in thearea; e.g. a refraction
line shot near S.P. Lee 5 (Shor, 1962) resolveda normal oceanic crust with its Moho at
a depth between 9 and 9.8 km. Thus, this reflector is most likely a peg-leg multiple
traveling between the sea floor and basement.104
5.4.2 Sediments
To convert two-way traveltime to depth, figure 5.10 a) showsdepth below sea floor
versus two-way traveltime in the trough portion of line 1262, obtained by using the
same interval velocities as in figure 4.19. Assuming that thiscurve is applicable
throughout the trough region off Dixon Entrance and the velocitygradient is uniform
over distances of 70 and 90 km along lines S.P. Lee 5 and 3, respectively, sediment
thickness varies from about 5 km at its easternmost endto only 1.5 km in the west. The
water depth varies from 2990 m in a deep-sea channel (S.P. Lee 5, SP 360) and2850
m approaching the Oshawa Rise to between 2500 or 2600m at the base of the
continental slope (figure 5.2). The combination ofa generally shallowing sediment-
water interface and an eastward dipping basement createsa wedge of sediments that
thickens toward the terrace segment (see also Snavely, 1981). Byaccounting for water
depth variation, the average eastward dip of the oceaniccrust can be estimated as
approximately 3°.
A stratigraphic interpretation of sediment unitswas only possible in the
northern portion of the trough segment, where seismic profilesare tied to each other,
and this only in a relative sense, sinceno rock samples from drill cores with absolute
ages were available in this area. Correlation with seismic sections S.P. Lee 1 and 2was
only speculative.
The sedimentary sequence is characterized bymany continuous, parallel
reflectors forming several principal units thatare separated by angular unconformities
and onlap patterns. Five units are distinguished, andare correlated between all northern
sections, three of the units conform with those interpreted from lineS.P. Lee 5 by
Snavely et al. (1981).
Unit A has already been described aboveas a possible layer of pillow basalts
with interbedded sedimentary rocks.0
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Figure 5.10 Graph showing twtt (in seconds) versus depth (in km) below thesea floor for
line 1262 in the Queen Charlotte Trough (a) and in the terracesegment (b)106
Unit B: This unit is characterized by its subparallel orientation to the basement
reflector. It mimics the acoustical roughness of basement, e.g. at SP 2950 on line S.P.
Lee 3 and 390 on S.P. Lee 5, making it a little less coherent than all overlying younger
units. Using the interval velocity-depth curves of figures 4.19 (line 1262) and 5.11 (line
1250) a unit velocity of about 4.6 km/s ± 0.3 km/s is found; this is slightly higher than
that (3.7-4.4 knits) suggested by Snavely et al. (1981) on the basis of sonobuoy
measurements, and a little lower than the 4.71 km/s-block from the refraction line of
Shor et al. (1962), but satisfies both estimates within its errors. At the base of the slope
(near CMPs 10800 of line 1262, and 1300 of S.P. Lee 5) Unit B thus is approximately
1.5 km thick and thins progressively to the west to a thickness of 600 m.
Unit C: Unit C lies conformably on unit B and increases its thickness from
about 300 to 800 m from west to east.
Unit D: An unconformity between unit C and D can only clearly be recognized
on section 1250 and possibly on line 1263, at its intersection with 1250. It is striking
that unit D thickens tremendously toward the east. The paleo-surface of unit D displays
a number of erosional features and is clearly unconformable to the overlying unit E.
Centered around SP 470 (S.P. Lee 5), for instance, an ancient submarine channel is
found, whose axis has shifted westward to SP 370 at present. A high east of the ancient
channel could either be a levee or a high between two sea channels (Snavely et al.,
1981). In any case, erosion or non-deposition took place along this paleo-surface.
Figure 5.12, obtained by measuring the two-way-travel time in seconds from
the sea floor to the unconformity, demonstrates the uneven surface structure of unit D.
Absolute depth to this interface can only be directly related to twtt if the velocity of the
sediment and water layers above stay constant. This is not always the case, but since
lateral variations are small, figure 5.12 still gives a good idea of locations of the ancient
channel and of other irregularities of the top of unit D. Features on this surface closely
match trends of bathymetry contours (figure 5.12). Notable is the 100 m-westwardE2
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Charlotte Trough and Terrace (in black); location of Queen Charlotte Fault trace (red), N-
S, and S-fault (orange); relative plate motion vector (from table 2.1): red and yellow
(maximum and minimum angle and distance 5 Ma), green and blue (maximum and
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shift of the deep sea channel over a time interval between completion of depositionof
unit D and E. The present channel still follows roughly the path of its ancientprecursor.
Figure 5.13 is a plot of two-way traveltime-contours of the unconformity thatseparates
units C and D. No similarity with morphology is recognizable andno evidence for a
submarine channel that might have existed at that time is observable.
For their velocities, units C and D are regardedas one unit and figures 4.17 and
5.11 show an interval velocity of approximately 3.2 km/s ± 0.2 km/s,which
corresponds exactly to the value Snavely et. al (1981) found for S.P. Lee 5. The
combined unit thickness varies from about 2 km at SP 1350 of line S.P. Lee 5to only
600 m between SP 500 and the western end of the section. Thus, comparing the change
in thickness from west to east with that of unit B,an estimate of vertical movement due
to flexure and sediment loading during deposition of units C and D lies in therange of
500 m. Because of compaction through subsequent sediment loading non-uniformly
distributed over the trough region, the original sediment volumewas probably greater
than now measured. This amount is, therefore,a minimum value.
Unit E: Similar to units C and D, E (between sea floor and red horizon in
interpreted sections) shows very continuous reflectors that extendover almost the
whole length of the imaged trough. First, sedimentscover the erosional surface of unit
D by onlapping its slopes and overtopping its highs. Following this phase of complete
infilling of topographic lows, such as the ancient sea channel (SP 390, SP 500, line S.P.
Lee 5) and the trough, more sediments were depositednear the continent (above
orange horizon in interpreted sections), resulting in an eastward thickening of unit E.
Simultaneously, a new channel carved itself into theyoung sediment layer
centered around SP 370 west of the ancient channel. Figures 4.17 and 5.11, again, give
similar interval velocities for unit E, ranging between 2.0-2.2 km/s ± 0.1 km/s, and
resulting in a maximum thickness of about 1.2 km in the east and 500m in the west.
Conclusions about the vertical movement in the trough during deposition of unit Eare
difficult, since the depositional environment might have changed significantly in the
Quaternary.110
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and D interpolated between all seismic lines and superimposedon regional free-air
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Charlotte Trough and Terrace (in black); location of Queen Charlotte Fault trace (red), N-
S, and S-fault (orange); relative plate motion vector (from table 2.1): red and yellow
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Age: The maximum age of sediments is constrained by theage of the basement,
which is known from the identification of magnetic anomalies. Figure 2.3showed their
present distribution within the northeastern Pacific plate. As described in the geologic
history of the region in chapter 2.2, age of the oceanic plate increases withdistance
from the continent, due to subduction of the Farallon/Pacific SpreadingRidge. The
western ends of profiles S.P. Lee 5 and 3 correspond to the negative magnetic anomaly
between chrons 5D and 5C (18-17 Ma) (Atwater, 1989), whereas theeastern portion
images basement about 15 Ma old. The age of the oceanic layer is thereforeearly to
middle Miocene. S.P. Lee 1 and 2 a little further southcross chrons 5B to 5 (15-10
Ma) and 5B to 5A (15-12 Ma) from west to east, respectively. Within theQueen
Charlotte Trough, sediments of any of the seismic lines thereforecannot be older than
18 Ma.
Unfortunately, little is known about sedimentation rates and deposition, butan
increase in material coming through the channels of Dixon Entrance during andafter
the last ice age (0-2 Ma) is expected, creatinga different environment than to the
south, where the Queen Charlotte Islands form a barrier to sediment influx. Thisis
reflected in the total sediment thickness overlying the basement rocks of the Pacific
plate: Horn et al. (1984) and Dehler and Clowes (1988) statean average of 1-km of
sediments west of Moresby Island, while a maximum total thickness of 5 km is
commonly found in the trough off Dixon Entrance. Looking at the seismic reflection
profile from Davis and Seemann (1981) in figure 2.4, the Queen Charlotte Trough in
the south is not completely filled with sediments, whereas lines S.P. Lee 3 and5 show
no actual depression of the sea floor. The trough off Dixon Entrance simply has been
filled completely due to higher sedimentation rates, while west of the islandspart of the
trough still remains to be filled.
The following age estimates are made in correlation with those interpreted for
the same units in Snavely et al (1981), but it is possible that all imaged sedimentsare
very young (Pleistocene),since Miocene faulting and subsidence formedmany112
extensional basins, which probably trapped most of the sediments from theeroding
Coast Mountains.
The age of unit B can only be assumed,as its uppermost portion must be
younger than the youngest basement (15 Ma) rock it covers. Following suggestions
from Snavely et al. (1981), it could be assumedto range in age between 18 Ma to the
end of the Miocene (about 7 Ma). This would place the complete deposition ofunit B
before the onset of transpression. If the shift in relative plate motion frompurely strike-
slip to oblique convergent between 6-5 Ma (Cox and Engebretson,1985, Riddihough
and Hyndman, 1991) occurred during or towards the end of deposition of UnitC, then
this could explain the unconformity between unit C and D. Thebeginning of
transpression and shortening would have caused flexure of the oceanic lithosphere,
which moved towards and collided with the continental lithosphere of NorthAmerica.
Units A and B covered the oceanic crust while therewas only a slight bend of the
oceanic lithosphere. The decrease in unit thickness to thewest could be an effect of the
increase in distance from continental shelf sedimentsources. When the tectonic regime
changed and transpression was initiated during deposition of unit C (5-7 Ma), flexure
of the lithosphere produced a trough, which continuouslytraps more sediments at its
eastern end. This may be why unit B and C seem to belong to thesame depositional
environment, which was subjected to a major change before deposition of unitD.
The phase of erosion that carved the ancientsea channel into the paleo surface
of unit D could coincide with the beginning of the Pleistocene iceage about 2 Ma ago.
Unit E is the most recent depositional unit and probably of Quaternaryage.
As mentioned earlier, unit ages in this studycan only be determined relative to
other available information, such as the age of the basement,a change in tectonic
environment and correlation with well data faraway in the Queen Charlotte Basin.
There, 5-6 Ma ago, an unconformity is found betweenupper Miocene syn- and
Pliocene post-rift sediments (Rohr and Dietrich, 1992). Syn-rift faulting in the basinis
associated with middle to late Miocene transtension, that ended ina phase of local
uplift and erosion of thesyn-riftsections. During the initiation of Pliocene113
transpression, post-rift strata formed in broad relatively shallowdepocenters and
pinches out on the eastern side of the basin and towards Dixon Entrance, whereuplift
occurs at the northern end of the basin. Rohr and Dietrich (1992) considered large
inversion structures (compression) and uplift that affected both syn-riftand post-rift
strata as evidence for intensified transpressional tectonism in the late Pliocene. This
conclusion matches well with the ages inferred for the sections offshoreDixon
Entrance. Intensified compression would have resulted ina greater amount of flexure
of the oceanic lithosphere as indicated by the increased thickeningof unit D.
Quaternary strata were interpreted to unconformibly overly Tertiary bedswithin
extensional grabens and half-grabens in Dixon Entrance,as shown in the three single-
channel reflection lines interpreted by Rohr and Dietrich (1992, figure5.14).
Presumably, some of the material eroded from the continent during thePleistocene and
Holocene was trapped in these topographic lows. The remainswere transported
through the channels of Dixon Entrance toward the continental slopeto be deposited as
unit E in the Queen Charlotte Trough. The horizontal orientation of theorange surface
within this unit suggests that, at imaged locations,no more flexure of the oceanic
lithosphere took place in the trough region during the Holocene and that throughthe
increased terrigenous influx these youngest sediments downlaponto it (SPs 400-600,
S. P. Lee 5).
5.4.3 Faults
The trough region was defined as that portion of the seismic sections that for
the most part contains undeformed, flat-lying sedimentsover oceanic basement. The
trough-terrace boundary is marked in figure 5.2 (black line).
But one major fault is observable within this otherwise undeformedsegment.
Unlike in the interpretation of Snavely et al. (1981), who proposed anotheren echelon
linear ridge that resulted from wrench tectonics, it is considered different innature and114
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Figure 5.14 East-west trending single-channel reflection data in Dixon Entrance; (A)
shows a characteristic half-graben shape withan extensional fault on the west side;
basement isevident as overlapping diffractions underlain by incoherentenergy;
sedimentary rocks consist of subparallel beds that have been folded;an extensional fault
is interpreted to exist at the abrupt near verticalcontact between basement and
sedimentary rocks more than 0.5 s deep; on the eastern side of the basin, however,
basement shallows gradually from 1.0 s to 0.5s over 9 km; (B) this line shows folding
and faulting adjacent to Principe-Laredo Fault in northern DixonEntrance; folds and
faults have deformed the lower stratified section which is interpretedto be Miocene or
Pliocene; the section above is Quaternary; (C) this line showsan angular unconformity
west of Learmonth Bank, a basement high that outcrops at the seafloor; tilted and
partially truncated sedimentary rocks are overlain by flat-lyingstrata (from Rohr and
Dietrich, 1992)115
origin from faults found within the terrace (next section). Thisfault is trending
approximately north-south (N-S fault) (figures 5.3 b), 5.4 a) and 5.7). TheN-S fault
shows no topographic expression on line 1263 (CMP 2300) andseems to be inactive
there at present. In contrast, on lines S.P. Lee 5 (CMPs 1370-1440) andline 1262
(CMPs 10780-10300) the fault splays into two (S.P. Lee 5)or more faults, bounding a
pressure-ridge like structure with an increase in topographic expressionto the north.
These faults are probably active near-vertical faults that mightmerge into one vertical
stem, as is found in positive flower structures typical for convergent wrenching (figure
5.15, Wilcox et al., 1973; Harding and Lowell, 1979; Harding, 1985).Due to the
presence of water-bottom multiples it is difficult to determine whether basement is
involved in the faulting process, and east of the ridges the basementreflector most
likely disappears under the multiple. On line S. P. Lee 5 justeast of the ridge (SP 1450-
1530, dashed line) basement might be visible, but correlation ofany other unit
interfaces across the ridge is obscured by diffractions from thesea floor topography.
On line 1263, the fault clearly ceased to displace reflectors before the end of
deposition of unit D, for its top reflectors drapeover the discontinuity. Subsequent
movement along the fault occurred during deposition of lower unit E (Pleistocene), but
ceased thereafter. The basement, here observableon both sides of the fault, seems to be
uplifted to its east. By checking for thepresence of a possible velocity-pull-up, the
time-to-depth-conversion of this section (figure 5.16) still showsa small step-up to the
east, and the adjacent basement reflector appears even more disrupted than in the time
migrated section. Hence, basement could be involvedas well in the faulting process
further north.
It is difficult to correlate unit interfaces across the N-S faulton line 1263, that
are deeper than the horizon between units D and E. Units east of the faultwere
identified using information from all intersecting sections, where unconfonnitiesare
more visible (e.g. interface between unit C and D on line 1250), and by comparing
units' reflectivity characteristics. Since 1263 represents the tie between all lines,the N-
S fault becomes a gap in correlation and units A, B, C, and Dare not linked directly to116
each other. Unit thicknesses seem to vary, and itwas often impossible to identify a
sequence of identical looking reflectors within the same unit from one side of the fault
to the other. Obviously, a significant change occurs from west to east that affects the
sedimentary sequence, and this might be the reason for the altered appearance of the
basement reflector. This could be a possible indication of strike-slip movement and
juxtaposition of different sedimentary sections.
Figure 5.15 Schematics of a positive flower structure; T: displacement toward viewer;
A: away from viewer; Bc: basement complex (after Harding, 1985)
Another fault is detected on line 1263 (CMP 4440) and S.P. Lee 3 (SP 1650),
where both lines intersect, which unfortunately, makes a determination of its strike time0 5
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Figure 5.16 Time-to-depth conversion of the western portion of line 1263demonstrates a real small step down to the west of the oceanic basement (processed by K.M.M.Rohr)
vertical exaggeration: 3.29118
nearly impossible. This fault (S-fault in interpreted sections) has been activeat the same
nearly impossible. This fault (S-fault in interpreted sections) has been activeat the same
as the N-S fault of line 1263, although with much less vertical displacement, anda
possible correlation of units across it.
A contour plot of the twtt-to-basement on regional free-air-gravity is shown in
figure 5.17. Although velocity functions change laterally fromeast to west (with lower
velocity gradients to the east, since layers are generally much thicker there), itcan be
assumed that their variation is little along lines of equal two-way traveltime. This
validates the contouring procedure, and allows a qualitative determination of trends.
The connection of points of similar two-way traveltime-valuesacross seismic sections
was guided by the orientation of gravity anomaly contours.
As expected, contours of equal basement depth align withcontours of equal
free-air gravity, which are believed to roughly image the sediment-oceaniccrust
interface, provided water depth is not changing significantly. As the N-S fault offsets
basement contours, it produces a signature in the regional gravity field (figure 2.5).
West of the fault, gravity and basement contours parallel the Queen Charlotte Fault,
while east of the fault their trends bend toward it. Since detailed bathymetry and gravity
data are only available up to 55°N, the continuation of this pattern is uncertain.
Although no twtt-to-basement values could be obtained east of the pressure-ridgeon
lines 1262 and S.P. Lee 5, contours were extended following the trends of gravity. An
increase in contour offset across the fault seems tooccur toward the north, where the
surface expression of the pressure ridge becomes more pronouncedas well. Although it
is dangerous to deduce too much detail from twtt-contours, the analysis of basement
contours (figure 5.17) favors an increase in compression to the north.119
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Figure 5.17 Map of contours of twtt (in seconds) to the top of the basement interpolated
between all seismic lines, and superimposedon regional free-air gravity (in mGal);
segment boundary between Queen Charlotte Trough and Terrace (in black); location of
Queen Charlotte Fault trace (red), N-S, and S-fault (orange); relative plate motionvector
(from table 2.1): red and yellow (maximum and minimum angle and distance 5 Ma),
green and blue (maximum and minimum angle and distance 4 Ma)120
5.5 THE QUEEN CHARLOTTE TERRACE
Two additional seismic sections provide informationon the structure of the
Queen Charlotte Terrace. Line 1264 (figure 5.18) parallels theshelf break and is
located as close as 2 km west of what is thoughtto be the active trace of the Queen
Charlotte Fault (QCF) (see location map of figure 5.2). It ties all other linesthat cross
the QCF. Line 1265 (figure 5.19) is the extension of line1264 and intersects lines 1262
and S. P. Lee 5. Generally, the terrace includesa great structural variability, as was
indicated by bathymetry (figure 2.6) and gravity (2.5) data.
To study this more complex terrace structure of the northern regionoff Dixon
Entrance, analysis of the reflection profiles was divided intotwo parts, one covering
more recent deposits due to high sediment influx and the other covering the underlying
structure.
5.5.1 Structure at Depth
No Moho or oceanic basement similar to that characteristic of thetrough region
was observable anywhere in the deeper sections of the terrace, because thestrong
WBM-reflection obscures faint events at depth. However,some possible deeper
reflections were examined but these were concludedto have arisen from side-swipe
energy. A unit of material, especially well exposed on line 1250 (marked "F" in figure
5.5 b), is clearly distinctive by its seismic facies. It is separated byan unconformity
from flat-lying continuous reflections ofyounger sediments. This unit rises to the sea
floor at CMP 5100, where it forms a ridge. Itsappearance is characterized by chaotic
reflectivity, and low energy similar to that of basement rock. Theinterval-velocity
distribution above the WBM of line 1250 (figure 4.19), however, indicatesa velocity
ranging between 2.5-3.0 km/s ± 0.5 km/s, witheven lower velocities, where this unit is
exposed at the sea floor. Although interval velocity estimates within thischaotic unit F60 55 50
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Figure 5.18 b) Structural interpretation of line 1264,showing depositional units e, d,c, and F; Bc = (Basement Complex):
the change to triangles denotes the change in sedimentproperties described in the text; vertical exaggeration: 2.192
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Figure 5.19 Line 1265 a) without andb) with structural interpretation,showing depositional units e, d,c, and F within the terrace; Bc = (Basement Complex). Al and A2 are anticlines, S1= syncline: LII, and III refer to faults I,II, and IIIshown in the same colorson figure 5.21; vertical exaggeragion: 2.19124
are based on few imprecise velocity picks a correlation with uplifted oceanic basement
is considered unlikely. The extent and structure of unitF below 4 seconds depth is not
known.
Unit F was identified on line 1264 and correlated with all otherlines. The
interface (green horizon in interpreted sections) between unit F andoverlying sediments
is very distinct in areas where it formsan angular unconformity with the overlying
sediments, such as between CMP 1100 and 2900on line 1264 and CMP 7700 and
8200 on line 1262. In other places, identification ismore problematic. Interval
velocities tend to be as low as 2-2.5 km/s ± 0.5 km/sat depths shallower than 2.5
seconds and range between 3-4.5 km/s ± 0.5 km/s at 3.5-5 secondsdepth (figures 4.14,
4.20, 4.29). Unit F may consist of consolidated and deformed sedimentaryrocks that
were tectonically uplifted and are now capped by younger sedimentary layers.
Results are again compiled in a twtt-contour plot (figure 5.20), whichattempts
to image the orientation of the top of unit F in map-view. Due to thesparseness of data
points, there is not always a unique solution to connecting identicaltwtt-values across
different sections, and the real surface could be farmore complex. Nevertheless, this
interpretation is believed to represent general trends andstructures. Plotting the
contours on top of free-air gravity illustrates the close relation between the depthto the
consolidated sediments, which are of a greateraverage velocity and density then the
unconsolidated sediments and observed gravity. Foccurs at shallow depth where the
tip of the triangular terrace blockmerges with the QCF, and seems to be tilted down to
the north-west. The surface of unit F shows anticlinal and synclinalfeatures (marked
Al, A2, A3, and S1 and S2, respectively in figure 5.20 and in seismicsections),
oriented in a northwest-southeast direction and formingan angle of about 20° with the
trend of the Queen Charlotte Fault. This trend approximates that of thecurved outer
scarp, which defines the western boundary of the terrace.
On profiles S.P. Lee 5, 1262 and 1264, another discontinuous butprominent
reflector about 0.5 seconds below the top of unit F (Bc in interpretedsections) is54° 30'
54° 00'
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Figure 5.20 Map of contours of twtt (in seconds) to the top of unit F within the terrace
interpolated between all seismic lines and superimposed on regional free-air gravity (in
mGal) and bathymetry contours; segment boundary between Queen Charlotte Trough
and Terrace (black); shelf break (dashed); location of the present and old Queen
Charlotte Fault traces (red); N-S, and S-fault (orange); anticlines (A) and synclines (S)
(yellow and blue); relative plate motion vector (from table 2.1): red and yellow
(maximum and minimum angle and distance 5 Ma), green and blue (maximum and
minimum angle and distance 4 Ma)126
striking within the otherwise chaotic reflection pattern. Especially clearis a change to
greater reflectivity at about 4 seconds between CMP 3300 and 4300 of line1264.
Interval velocities increase to approximately 4-5 km/s (figure 4.29,4.14) just below this
interface, reaching values close to those found for thetop of the oceanic basement.
Rocks could be either very consolidated and compressed sedimentsor a melange of
highly fractured oceanic basement and sedimentary rocks.Horn etal.(1984)
distinguished two velocity units below pelagic and turbiditic sedimentsof the terrace
segment (figure 2.7). The shallower unit 6 is thought to be highly compressed
sediments with a possible base of sheared basalts and velocities between3.3-4.6 km/s,
while those of unit 7 range from 5.5-7.4 km/s andare interpreted as sheared basalts and
gabbros. Dehler and Clowes (1988, figure 2.11) also found similarvelocities. The
terrace seems to be underlain by units with velocities ranging between values typical for
the stratified sedimentary section and oceanic crust. The interface betweenunits F and
Bc (Basement complex) is not believed to be the simple equivalentto the basement
interface observed in the Queen Charlotte Trough, but rathera complexly fractured and
interbedded surface.
While in the trough region gravity was influenced mainly by the dippingoceanic
basement-sediment interface, the triangular gravity highson the terrace seem to be the
direct result of accumulations of consolidated, deformed and sheared,denser material
below units of stratified much less consolidated sediments.
5.5.2 Stratified Units
The young sedimentary section, which is drapedover preexisting topography of
units F and Bc and found on the different seismic profiles imaging theterrace, is
characterized by a great variability over short distances withinone triangular block
from north to south.
As mentioned above it was very difficult to correlate sedimentary unitsacross
the pressure-ridge of lines 1262 (figure 5.3 b) and S.P. Lee 5 (figure 5.7 b),although127
line 1263 demonstrates that oceanic crust and sediment stratigraphycontinues to exist
east of the N-S fault. For this reason, the N-S fault is not considereda part of the
terrace segment, but an independent structure of the trough. Hence, the boundary
between terrace and trough segments (b) further south is drawnas interpreted from
lines 1263, S.P. Lee 3 and 1250 to coincide with thetermination of flat-lying
undisturbed sediment reflections anda significant step up in bathymetry (figure 5.21).
Further north, this boundary, though not explicitly visible in eitherthe seismic or
bathymetry data, is interpolated to almost coincide with the broadeningsurface
expression of the N-S fault. On line S.P. Lee 5, the trough-terrace boundaryis assumed
to be located at SP 1540 and at CMP 10000 on line 1262 (fault bon interpreted
sections). The base of unit E might be identifiableeast of the ridge on S.P. Lee 5 at a
depth of 4.5 seconds. As indicated by the truncation of reflectors (e.g.at 5.3 seconds,
S.P. Lee 5), the short distance between the ridge of the N-S faultand the trough-
terrace boundary underwent at least minor compression and fracturingas if it was
squeezed between these two main structures.
In any case, sediments found east of the trough-terrace boundarycannot be
directly related to units in the trough segment. Conditions under whichdeposition
occurred on the terrace might have been quite different. Unit boundariesinterpreted on
the terrace are based on changes in reflectivity characteristics and onlappatterns of
angular unconformities. To help get a feel for probableages of units in the terrace their
interfaces are colored similarly to deposition periods found in the trough.This estimate
is based on a comparison of unit velocities found in the trough withinterval velocity
distributions of lines 1262, 1264, and 1250 (figures 4.14, 4.17, 4.20, 4.23,and 5.13) in
the terrace. Differences in the velocity distribution exist between theterrace and trough
segment as well as a gradual change from north to south within the terrace:
LINE 1262:
An equivalent to the Holocene portion of unit E in the troughregion is
almost absent on line 1262; lowest velocities at the seafloorstart at 2 km/s54' 30'
54' 00'
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Figure5.21 Compilation of structures interpreted within the Queen CharlotteTrough and
Terrace superimposed on bathymetry (in meters); N-S and S-fault (orange), deformation
front (black); thrust faults (green), anticlines (yellow), synclines (blue), shelfbreak
(dashed); and strike-slip faults (red), including the present faulttrace of the Queen
Charlotte Fault; relative plate motion vector (from table 2.1): red and yellow (maximum
and minimum angle and distance 5 Ma), green and blue (maximum and minimumangle
and distance 4 Ma)129
and increase more rapidly with depth (asseen in figure 4.17); already at 500
m velocities are characteristic of unit D (3.2 km/s) suggesting erosion of
upper Quaternary strata and compression of remaining sediments.
Units c and d, with an average velocity of 3.2 km/s,were found to overlay
unit F and maintain the same thicknessas their equivalents in the trough;
they have been deformed into folds and faults with decreasing magnitude
toward the surface; the interface between unitsc and d is speculative,
although, supported by a change in reflectivity.
Velocities of unit B (4.5 km/s) correspond to those of unit F in theterrace;
the time of deposition of unit C was thought to coincide with theonset of
transpression (end of Miocene, beginning of Pliocene); if deposition of unit
F occurred simultaneously with that of unit B, then fracturing and foldingof
unit F could be due to the transpressional regime.
LINE 1264:
a radical change in the velocity gradient and reflectivity pattern appears to
occur just north (CMP 2400), where this line intersects 1250; velocities are
generally much lower to the south in the uplifted portion of theterrace
triangle where a thick layer of unconsolidated sedimentscovers unit F; there
is no indication whether units d and c can be correlated inany way across
the area, where the top of unit F forms two ridges centered at CMP 2400
and CMP 1500 (figure 5.18)
complicated erosional paleo-surfaces and unconformitiesare visible around
CMP 1880; further south some reflectors (2 seconds) showa wiggly
appearance, transmitted to deeper reflectors which might be flat. A change
in depositional environment for this region could be relatedto its location
within the axis of a channel running through Dixon Entranceto the shelf
break130
velocities above the WBM south of CMP 2000are very low and range from
1.5 to 2.5 km/s and, thereby, image only theupper 1.5 km
an angular unconformity (purple triangles in interpreted section) is traced
over lines 1263 and 1250
the sea floor rises about 750m between intersections with line 1262 and
1250
LINE 1250:
the upper layers of sediments havevery low velocities, between 1.5-3 km/s
above the WBM (2 Ian), which is not compatible withthe velocity structure
and units recognized on line 1262
velocities seem to decrease further west of fault Iat CMP 3900, where
immense uplift during deposition producedpatterns of onlap
5.5.3 Faults
Despite the obvious change of the depositionalenvironment, faults and
structural features can be correlated between lines 1262,1265, 1250, S.P. Lee 3 and
1263 (figure 5.21). Fault I is the fault thatseparates gently-dipping strata to the east
from steeply inclined reflections that culminate in theanticline A2, to the west. This
fault consists of 2 branches. This and the juxtapositionof dipping reflectors on its
western side with nearly flat-lying strata on the other, suggestsa component of shear.
The sense of lateral motion is very likely to be syntheticwith the motion on the Queen
Charlotte Fault, thus transporting material to the northwest.Fault I appears in a similar
fashion on line S.P. Lee 5,splaying into two faults, between which, relative
displacement forms a small graben-like structureon the seafloor. Sediments on both
sides dip towards the disruption.
Another fault (II) is located at thewestern flank of anticline A2, probably
combining a thrust component with dextral slip. AnticlineA2 corresponds to a
northwest-southeast trending fold, which is well resolved inbathymetry just north of131
line 1250 (between CMP 3000 and 3500) and south of S.P. Lee 5, where the surface
expression is eroded away. Anticline A2 and fault II seem to merge with fault Ion line
1262. Fault III corresponds to the outermost fault, which uplifted the terrace segment
and roughly delineates the abrupt change in topographic relief, which defines the
northwest-southeast trending ridge. It has an arcuate appearance and curves towards
the main Queen Charlotte Fault (figure 5.21).
Line 1263 and S.P. Lee 2 give an idea of the structure within another triangular
terrace block just to the south. 1263 traverses the tip of a ridge that looks like the
counterpart to the one forming the westward edge of the terrace block to the north. It
is thus very likely that their structure and origin is the same. To be consistent with the
labeling of faults and anticlines, names in the interpreted sectionscarry the extension
(a) to distinguish their affiliation with a different terrace segment. Anticline A2a is
probably active at present as seen in recent uplift indicated by the lack of flat-lying
sediments, topping the folded ones. The seaward edge of this terrace segment formsa
wedge that is bounded by splays of faults resembling a positive flower structureor a
thrust fault with multiple branches (IIIa). The easternmost portion of line 1263
traverses the southern end of the northern terrace block, including fault III at CMP
7100. Between the anticline A2 and fault III, a fault (Ia) cuts the seafloor at CMP
6700, which could be the equivalent of fault I. However, this fault shows vertical
displacement, which resulted in the formation of a wedge of sediments trapped between
this fault and a normal fault (III) to the east. Sediments have been deposited while
sliding down one flank of the graben. Whether this normal fault is the inverted
extension of the thrust fault III is not clear. Also uncertain is the location of fault Ia at
depth. Ongoing movement on this fault forms the two grabens to its west and east,
which are being filled with very young sediments.
On lines S.P. Lee 5 and 1262, another anticline (A3) occurs between fault III
and the proposed trough-terrace boundary, where structures of the terrace meet the N-
S fault. This adds to the features that indicate intense compression in this region.
Anticline A3 (S.P. Lee 5, SP 1560) forms the seaward edge of the terrace segment.132
While the trough-terrace boundary (b) corresponds to fault HI and Maon lines 1250
and 1263, they are separated by about 5 km on lines 1262, S.P. Lee 5 and S.P. Lee 3.
This is an interesting observation, since the trough-terrace boundary isan active feature
on the former two profiles. Anticlines A3 and A2 show no surface expression on lines
1262 and S.P. Lee 5, and are truncated by erosion. S.P. Lee 3 givesan age constraint
on the time when the trough-terrace boundary became inactive. The amount of trough
sediments that cover thrust faults of the trough-terrace boundary suggest that since the
end of the Pliocene active faulting moved either inward to fault IIIor ceased
completely. Inactivity on line S.P. Lee 3 seems tooccur because compression was
taken up by fault Ma imaged in 1263.
5.6 THE CONTINENTAL SHELF REGION
One very important aspect to being able to divide the whole region into
different segments is to know the location of the active Queen Charlotte Transform
Fault, that forms the present and most recent boundary between continental North
America and the oceanic Pacific plate. GLORIA sidescan data (reference) highlighta
linear feature parallel to and a little west of the shelf break. The location of this feature
coincides exactly with a vertical fault (CMP 7700) that is foundon line 1262 at the low
end of the steep sloping flank between shelf and terrace. Assuming this is the active
fault trace of the Queen Charlotte Fault, its location from the sidescanmap is
superimposed on all intersecting seismic lines and illustrated in figure 5.21. A
disruption of reflectors on line 1262 is clearly observable, buta correlation becomes
difficult on line S.P. Lee 5 just 10 km south. The GLORIA data place the faulttrace at
SP 2125. Since only the stacked section of line S.P. Lee 5 is available, diffraction
hyperbolas obscure the seafloor and hinder identification ofa real disruption. Pure
strike slip-faults are structures that are not easy to trace. Buta fault and disruption of
unit F and the deeper structure seems present at SP 2070 and anotherone at SP 2160.
On line 1250, the surface fault trace coincides with the western flank of the133
outcropping unit F at the seafloor, but due to the chaotic character of reflectionsno
distinct fault is noticeable. It is problematic to localize the Queen Charlotte Faultin the
seismic data, but referring to the results of the GLORIA sidescan the actualrupture
occurs on one big fault.
The shelf break is defined to be where water depth increasesto more than 300
m (0.4 seconds) and is marked as a black dashed line in figure 5.21. Distances between
the shelf break and the Queen Charlotte Fault traceare quite variable. The small
topographic relief visible at the sea floor (1262, figure 5.3 b, S.P. Lee 5, figure5.4 b),
and the great lateral variability in topography from north to south along the assumed
present trace suggest that the current location is not very old. West of the present
Queen Charlotte Fault trace on figure 5.20, contours showa slope of what is
interpreted to be the top of unit F toward the shelf break. An older Queen Charlotte
Fault could have been located somewhere further to the east and closerto the shelf
break. The material within the wedge between the present and old Queen Charlotte
Faults would then be of oceanic origin, now accreted to the continent.
East of the old Queen Charlotte Fault, basement rock is thoughtto be
continental crust. In contrast to the nearly absent continental shelfwest of the Queen
Charlotte Islands, the shelf along Dixon Entrance is broad and nearly horizontal
(Snavely et al., 1981). A few half-grabens bound by east-side down normal faultsare
present in the stacked section of line 1262 and on the eastern portions of lines S.P. Lee
5 and 3. These grabens trend predominantly NNW-SSE andwere interpreted to contain
folded Tertiary and flat-lying undeformed Quaternary strata (Rohr and Dietrich,1992,
figure 5.14). The basement crops out at the seafloor at various locations andno
indication of sediments younger than the beginning of the Pliocene is foundon the
basement platforms between half- grabens (Rohr and Dietrich, 1992). This could be an
indication of recent uplift of this region of the continentalcrust or little extensional
subsidence due to lateral heat loss.134
5.7 SUMMARY
A compilation of results obtained in this chapter forms the basis for the tectonic
model presented in the next chapters.
Table 5.1 summarizes all units and horizons interpreted in the Queen Charlotte
Trough. Only two faults are observed in this segment, a north-south trending fault (the
NS-fault) and a second fault of indeterminant strike and extent (the S-fault). Bothseem
to disrupt basement, with a step down to the west for the N-S fault. The N-S fault is
inactive in the south, but shows progressively increasing surface expression to the
north, where it develops into a pressure ridge.
The terrace is characterized by a repetitive pattern of triangular blocks arranged
in an en echelon fashion and exhibiting a pressure ridge or anticline at their outer edge.
Activity varies along the trough-terrace boundary. It seems to be inactive where the
oceanic plate is sheltered by a ridge that is forming seawards, and building the tip of the
adjacent triangular segment to the south. Pelagic and turbiditic sediments thatcover the
terrace show great variability. A correlation of sedimentary units was neither possible
within the terrace from north to south, nor between the trough and the terrace
segments. Faults and structures within the terrace are roughly oriented in a northwest-
southeast direction, parallel to the ridge on the western boundary of the terrace. This
ridge is probably a flower structure formed by combination of thrusting and dextral slip
at an angle of about 20° with the Queen Charlotte Fault. This implies a direction of
maximum compressive stress oriented northeast-southwest at about 70° to the fault and
is consistent with the stress field caused by right-lateral shear.
The terrace is thought to be underlain by very consolidated sediments (unit F)
and a melange of highly fractured oceanic basement and sedimentary rocks (Bc). This
basement complex is tilted down to the northwest, forming a basin at the northern
portion of the triangle. The depression has been filled with sediments, which underwent
subsequent contraction. Erosion of the upper Quaternary strata in the basin east of the
pressure ridge and the increase in magnitude of compression as the terrace block
approaches the N-S fault suggest recent uplift of the northern portion and ongoing135
complex deformation. The cause of the development and subsequent folding of units F
and Bc, which are of assumed Miocene age, is thought to be related to an important
change in the tectonic environment by the onset of transpression at the end of the
Miocene or the beginning of Pliocene.Table 5.1 Properties of units and horizons within the Queen Charlotte Troughsegment; average velocities are determined from data
of figures 4.17 and 5.13, see also tables 6.1 and 6.2
unit or
horizon
depth to
horizon
average
velocity
unit thickness
at western
end of profile
unit thickness
at eastern end
of profile
estimated
relative age
compositiontectonic
environment
at the time of
formation
Moho 9-9.8 km
(from Shor
et al. 1962)
top of
basement
5-5.5 km/saverage dip: 3° S.P. Lee 5/3:
15-17/18 Ma
S.P. Lee 1/2
10/12-15 Ma
sheared pillow
basalts, spilies
and sheet
flows
strike-slip of
the QCF
total sediment
thickness
1.5 km 5 km 0-18 Ma sedimentsTable 5.1 (continued)
A 5 km/s middle
Miocene
(10-18 Ma)
pillow basalt
with
interbedded
sedimentary
rocks
strike-slip of
the QCF
B 4.64 ± 0.310.6 km 1.5 km upper Miocenesedimentary strike-slip of
km/s (7-18 Ma) rock the QCF
C and D 3.23 ± 0.090.6 km 2 km C: late sedimentary onset of
km/s Miocene rocks transpression
(5-7 Ma)
D: Pliocene
(5-2 Ma)
E 2.09 ± 0.090.5 km 1.2 km Quaternary sediments intensified
km/s (0-2 Ma) compression
in the late
Pliocene (3-2
Ma); no
ongoing
flexure of
oceanic
lithosphere in
the Holocene138
6. GRAVITY MODELING
Two-dimensional forward-gravity-modeling was carried out for lines 1262 and
1250 to place limits on the configuration of the Pacific-North American plate boundary
using the new constraints on sediment velocity and density from the seismic reflection
data. As was stated in chapter 2, gravity reflects the tectonic signature ofan active
plate boundary superposed on a simple edge-effect ofa continent/ocean transition. The
goal of this chapter is to determine this signature and deduce information aboutthe
nature of the terrace block and its configuration at depth, where constraints from
seismic reflection images are not available.
6.1 CONSTRAINTS ON GRAVITY MODELING
The GM-SYS gravity and magnetics software of Northwest Geophysical
Associates (Corvallis, Or) was used to conduct the modeling. Asummary of the
mathematical techniques implemented in the software is described in Fleming (1996).
Since the profiles are approximately perpendicular to the strike of the plate boundary
and thereby to major tectonic features (trough and terrace),a two-dimensional
interpretation was assumed valid. To traverse a larger portionacross the plate
boundary, gravity data were extended in east and westward directions toa total of 160
km by extracting corresponding values from the regional free-air gravity anomaly field
of figure 2.5 (see also chapter 3). Edge-effects from the outer boundaries of the model
were avoided by extending the model ± 30000 km to the west and east.
In a constant velocity analysis, reflectors that were thought to correspondto
unit interfaces as interpreted in chapter 5 were picked at various CMPs of lines 1250
and 1262 (locations marked in figures 5.3 and 5.5). Tables 6.1 and 6.2 compile interval
velocities, interface depths, and unit thicknesses at those CMPs.Table 6.1Compilation of interval velocities, unit thicknesses, and depths to interfaces between units at several selected CMPs
(figure 5.3) within the Queen Charlotte Terrace and shelf transition, which is bounded by the shelf break and the QCFtrace as
determined by GLORIA sidescan data, and within the Terrace and Trough region of line 1262 (figure 4.17); units correspondto
units in the interpretation of figure 5.3, and properties of units in the troughare comparable to those in table 5.1; velocity-density
conversion was done with the aid of the dotted curve in figure 6.3, representing Gardener's rulep = aV 1/4; WBM = Water Bottom
Multiple
1
CM P
km along profile
interval velocitin km/s
Terrace/Shelf transition
7500 7601)
88.75 90.0
2.26 2.45
QCFTerrace
7900 84008800 9500
93.7 100.0 105.0113.75
j 2.17 2.17 2.28 2.37
9800
117.5
2.52
average velocity/density 2.36 ± 0.13 km/s
2.15 : /cm3
2.3 ± 0.15 km/s
2.15 !,/cm3
death to interface D/E in km 1.9 2.0 2.2 2.7 3.1 3.2 3.0
unit thickness in km 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.5
Unit dinterval velocitin km/s 2.98 3.33 2.45 2.67 2.99 3.03 3.5
average velocity/density 3.16 ± 0.25 km/s
2.3cm3
2.93 ± 0.4 km/s
2.3 : cm3
death to interface D/C in km3.4 3.6 2.7 3.8 4.5 4.1 3.9
unit thickness in Ian 1.5 1.6 0.5 1.1 1.4 0.9 0.9
Unit cinterval velocitin km/s 4.76 5.27 3.5 3.53 3.47 4.45 4.84
average velocity/density 5.02 ± 0.36 lcm/s
2.6cm3
3.96 ± 0.64 km /s
2.45 : /cm3
death to interface C/F in km 5.6 5.4 4.4 4.5 5.4 5.4 5.1
unit thickness in km 2.2 to WBM1.8 to WBM 1.7 0.7 0.9 1.3 1.2
Unit Finterval velocitin km/s 4.49 4.95 4.39 5.74 4.84
average velocity/density 4.88 ± 0.53 km/s
2.55 1/cm3
depth to interface F/Bc in km i6.0 7.3 7.4 7.3 8.3
thickness to WBM in km 1.6 2.8 2.0 1.9 3.2Table 6.1(continued)Remarkable is the fact that average interval velocities for the trough units match perfectly theones
determined from sonobuoy data along profile S.P. Lee 5 as described in Snavely et al. (1981); *= not determined from velocity
analysis since too close to pressure ridge or outside range of profile, instead, average interval velocity is used to obtain depths and
thicknesses
UnitE
CMP
km along profile
interval velocitin km/s
Trough
108(X) 10900 11000 11100 11200 113(X) 11500
130.0 131.25 132.5 133.75 135.0 136.25 138.75
2.02 2.02 2.05 2.03 2.02 2.12 1.98
interpolated from SPLee 5
195.0
average velocity/density2.03 ± 0.04 km/s
2.1 :./cm3
depth to interface E/D in
km
3.74 3.82 3.81 3.78 3.8 3.82 3.76 3.3
unit thickness in km 1.15 1.2 1.18 1.15 1.16 1.18 1.11 0.5 (see table 5.1)
Unit C and Dinterval velocitin km/s 3.31 3.31 3.32 3.31 3.28 3.36 3.19 *
3.30 ±0.05 km/s
2.3 ! cm3
depth to interface C/B in
km
5.8 5.8 5.77 5.69 5.71 5.57 5.41 3.9
unit thickness in km 2.06 1.98 1.96 1.91 1.91 2.74 1.74 0.6 (see table 5.1)
Unit A and Binterval velocitin km/s5.03 4.91 4.87 4.97 4.51 4.17 4.51
average velocity in km/s4.7 km/s ± 0.32
2.5 ! cm3
deathto basement in km7.63 7.53 7.5 7.6 7.5 7.32 7.32 4.5
unit thickness in km 1.83 1.73 1.73 1.91 1.79 1.75 1.91 0.6 (see table 5.1)Table 6.2 Compilation of interval velocities, unit thicknesses and depths to interfaces between units at several selected CMPs
(figure 5.5) within the Queen Charlotte Terrace and shelf transition, which is bounded by the shelf break and the QCF traceas
determined by GLORIA sidescan data, and the Terrace and Trough region of line 1250 (figure 5.13); units correspond to units in
the interpretation of figure 5.5 and properties of units in the trough are comparable to those in table 5.1; velocity-density conversion
was done with the aid of the dotted curve in figure 6.3, representing Gardener's rule p = aV Im; remarkable is the fact, that average
velocities for the trough units match perfectly the ones determined from sonobuoy data along profile S.P. Lee 5as described in
Snavely et al. (1981); ); WBM = Water Bottom Multiple; * = not determined from velocity analysis since too close topressure
ridge or outside range of profile, instead, average velocity is used to obtain depths and thicknesses
CMP
km along profile
interval velocitin km/s
Trough
interpolated
from SPLce 5
-80
500 1000 1500 17001900 2000
8.25 14.5 20.7523.2525.7527.0
2.17 2.08 2.11 2.222.26 2.14
2600
34.5
2700
35.75
*
Fault III
2800
37.0
Unit E average velocity/density
(same as for line 1262)
2.16 ± 0.07 km/s
2.1 : cm3
de eth to interface D/E in km3.3 3.69 3.62 3.66 3.73 3.83 3.68 3.58 3.6 3.73
unit thickness in km 0.5 0.95 0.9 0.96 1.06 1.18 1.04 1.1 1 I I.
interval velocitin km/s * 3.14 3.10 3.20 3.193.13 3.12 *
Unit C and Daverage velocity/density 3.15 ± 0.04 km/s
2.3 :. cm3
depth to interface B/C in km3.9 5.02 5.12 5.2 5.145.24 5.155.68 5.7 5.83
unit thickness in km 0.6 1.33 1.5 1.54 1.41 1.41 1.47 2.1 2I 2.1
interval velocitin km * 4.89 4.82 4.41 4.704.19 4.29 *
Unit A and Baverage velocity/density 4.55 ± 0.29 km /s
2.5 gcm3
dc e th to basement in km 4,5 6.39 6.51 6.78 6.777.12 7.457.3787.4 7.5285
unit thickness in km 0.6 1.37 1.39 1.58 1.63 1.88 2.3 1.7 1.7 1.7Table 6.2 (continued)
CMP
kin along profile
interval velocitin km/s
Terrace
3100 3400
40.75 44.5
1.63 1.55
fault I
3800
49.5
Terrace
4100 4500 4800
53,25 58.25 62.0
1.97 1.99 1.92
Terrace/Shelf transition
5000 5500
64.5 70.75
1.74 1.75
average velocity/density1.59 ± 0.06 km/s 1.96 ± 0.04 km/s 1.75 ± 0.01 km /s
2.0cm3 2.05 :/cm3 2.0cm3
depthtobottomof
interface E in km
1.7 1.6 1.8 1.6 1.5 1.1 1.04
unit thickness in km 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1
unit down to Finterval velocitin km/s2.37 1.7 2.33 2.29 2.58 2.46 2.92
average velocity/density2.37 km/s 1.7 k km/s 2.31 ± 0.028 km/s 2.58 km/s 2.46 km/s 2.92
2.15 g/cm32.0 g/cm3 2.1 g/cm3 2.2 g/cm3 2.2 g/cm3 km/s
2.25
cm3
depth to top of unit F in
km
1.9 2.2 2.8 2.5 2.2 2.3 to WBM2.6to
WBM
unit thickness in km 0.2 0.6 1.0 0.9 0.7 1.2 to WBM1.8to
WBM
"to of unit F"interval velocitin km/s2.84 2.41 3.01 2.62 3.13
average velocity/density2.84 km/s 2.41 km/s 3.01 2.62 km/s 3.13 km/s
2.25 g/cm32.15 g/cm3 km/s 2.2 g/cm3 2.3 g/cm3
2.3
/cm3
depth to interface in km4.1 2.7 to 3.4to3.1 to WBM2.7 to WBM
WBM WBM
thickness in km 2.2 0.5 to 0.6to0.6 to WBM0.5 to WBM
WBM WBMTable 6.2 (continued)
"unit I" interval velocity in kmis4.02
average velocity/density4.02 km/s
2.45 g/cm3
depth to WBM in km 6.0
thicknessto WBM in1.9
km144
In the trough segment, interval velocities correspond to unit velocities because
picked reflectors are believed to be identical with unit boundaries, whereasin the
terrace, especially for line 1250, this could not always be carried out, since reflectors
here are hard to identify as unit interfacesor units could not be correlated between
profiles. Thus, averages were calculated from interval velocities of differentCMPs
whenever they seemed to be within a close enoughrange. Finally, densities were
determined from average interval velocities with the aid of thep-wave velocity-density
relationship of figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1P-wave velocity-density relationships for different lithologies (log-log
scale); the dotted line represents Gardener's rule:p = aV"4 (from Telford et al., 1994)
Furthermore, water density was taken to be the typical value of saltwater:
1.024 g/cm3. Mantle, continental and oceanic crustare assigned densities of 3.3 g/cm3,
2.8 g/cm3, and 2.85 g/cm3, respectively, consistent with the gravity modeling ofHorn145
et al. (1984). The thickness of the oceanic crust was assumed to be 7 km. All
constraints from seismic reflection data and the assumed normal oceaniccrust were put
into two starting models, one for line 1262 andone for line 1250. Model calculations
reach down to 40 km, but only the upper 25 kmare shown in the following figures.
6.2 RESULTS
The first important result of the gravity forward modeling procedure is the fact
that continental crust has to be exceptionally thin north of the Queen Charlotte Islands
off Dixon Entrance to match the observed gravity signature. An importantaspect of the
density model is the location of the Queen Charlotte Fault,or a fault zone within which
the transition between continent, terrace block and oceanic crustoccurs. A safe guess
is to locate the leading edge of the continent at leastas far west as the shelf break,
because the bathymetry indicates a change in underlying structure, and the location of
the shelf break lies in the vicinity of the zero-crossing of the gravity high/low pair,
where the "edge" is expected. By positioning the plate boundary at the shelf break,
assuming 7 km of oceanic crust (2.85 g/cm3) to its west, 2.8 g/cm3 for continental
crust, as well as sediment densities from tables 6.1 and 6.2, the crust/mantle interface
below the continent can only be modeled at a depth of about 24 km for distances
greater than 40 km east of the boundary, where it shallows to less than 20 km at the
shelf break. A deeper Moho would produce too lowa level of gravity, while a
shallower Moho would have the opposite effect. Ofcourse, the depth of 24 km would
change slightly with a more detailed resolution of the crustal densitystructure in the
continent. The only density contrast in this model that is resolvable from the seismic
data is the sediment-basement interface between continental basement rocks (2.85
g/cm3) and sedimentary rocks that fill thearray of half-grabens in Dixon Entrance.
Since the sediment fill within these basins, and sediments covering the basement highs,
were interpreted to be predominantly Tertiary in age (Rohr and Dietrich, 1992), the146
density of this unit was chosen equivalent to theupper Tertiary section found in the
Queen Charlotte Trough, with a density of 2.3 g/cm3.
To illustrate non-uniqueness of gravity modeling, and to get insight into the
range of allowable models for line 1262, four different models that fit the data will be
discussed. For all those models, units constrained by the reflection dataare dashed. The
location of the plate boundary and the best-fitting continental thickness of 24 kmwere
held fixed. For model 6.2 a), the assumptionwas made that the oceanic crust extends
beneath the terrace at the same dip as is observed in the trough segment. Thetwo
blocks (I and II) mark the remaining parts where parameter valuescan be modified to
attain the best fit given the assumptions. The boundary between block II and the
material above was drawn where the water bottom multiple limits the constrainedarea.
Modeling was not very sensitive at the steeply sloping gravitycurve above block I, and
best fitting values were reached for densities ranging between 2.6-2.9 g/cm3. Block II
required a density as low as 2.2 g/cm3, which is equivalent to sediments found in the
undeformed unit E of the trough segment. Such low density is unlikely at this depth of
more than 7 km. Even sedimentary material underthrust and carried along with the
descending oceanic crust would be expected to be of greater density, and similarto that
of unit A/B (2.5 g/cm3) observed in the trough region. Besides, density of sediments
tends to increase through lithification and compaction through higher confining
pressures at greater depths. To demonstrate the magnitude of impact this low density
block has on the total calculated gravity curve, block 11 was set toa density of 2.55
g/cm3, which is equivalent to that of the overlyingstrata. The resulting dashed curve
displays a difference of up to 25 meal to the best fit.
Figure 6.2 b) on the other hand, fixes block II at a density of 2.55 g/cm3 and
keeps block I unchanged, while the dip of the oceanic crust was increased untila best
fit was reached. As a result, the oceanic Mohoseems to just merge with the
mantle/crust interface of North America. Higher densities of block II would requirean
even steeper dip of the oceanic Moho beneath the terrace, while as was seen in figure
6.2 a), lower densities go with a flatter orientation of the crust/mantle boundary. For100
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this density of block II, the oceanic Moho dip beneath the terrace obtained from figure
6.2 b) is about 6°, considerably less than the 19° suggested by Dehier and Clowes
(1988) for their profile west of Moresby Island. However, the depthat which the Moho
is located beneath the inner edge of the terrace is thesame, at about 20 km, while the
Moho depth at the outer edge is only 12 km west of Moresby Island but 15 kmat line
1262. This combined with the increasing width of the terrace from 25 km to almost 50
km from south to north, makes the change in Moho dip beneath theterrace seem
plausible. A greater oceanic Moho dip beneath the terrace witha plate boundary of this
configuration is mechanically not logical: oceanic Moho located at deeper than the
adjacent continental Moho would result in underthrusting of oceanic crust beneath the
continent as subjected to compression by convergence.
Figure 6.2 c) simply extends the oceanic crust of figure 6.2 b) beneath the
continent, while in figure 6.2 d), the oceanic Moho dip beneath the terracewas set to a
steeper value of 19° as was proposed by Dehler and Clowes' (1988) refraction model
west of the Queen Charlotte Islands. For this case, a good fit could only be reached for
very high densities between 2.9 and 3.1 g/cm3 for blocks I and II (figure 6.2 d), and a
continental crust that thins to 17 km close to the plate boundary, which is required due
to the existence of subducted lower density oceanic crust at mantle depths. Such high
densities that exceed those of average oceanic crustal material in the lower terraceare
unlikely. Hence, an extension of the oceanic crust beneath the North American
continent is only possible if the Moho of the slab does not descend deeper than the 24
km of crust/mantle transition that was previously modeled. The density contrast
between oceanic and continental crust of only 0.05 g/cm3 is too small to producea
resolvable gravity signature. Thus, the case of a continental and oceanic crust welded
together by very shallow subduction is indistinguishable by gravity data from that ofa
simple juxtaposition of continental and oceanic crustat the plate boundary.
Nevertheless, inferences about the dip of the oceanic Moho beneath theterrace as well
as about the allowable density of the material just above the oceanic crust can be made.100
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The main conclusion is that the Queen Charlotte Terraceseems to be
underthrust by oceanic crust. Although the oceanic crustal blockcould be modeled as
continent with a density of 2.8 g/cm3as well, it makes no sense to introduce a 7 km
thick slab of continental crust below the thick wedge ofsedimentary rocks. This would
mean the actual plate boundary is located close to the NS-fault, whichwas interpreted
to be a structure, originating in the trough as dipping oceanic basementwas found east
of it further south of line 1262. An oceanic crust with increasingdip beneath the terrace
is the preferred model.
As discussed in chapter 5, the unit of density 2.55 g/cm3 (F/Bc) withinthe
terrace could be a melange of compressed andvery consolidated sediments and
fractured upper oceanic basement. Units above this blockare thought to be of pure
sedimentary origin. Sedimentary units are slightly higher in density thenneighboring
units in the trough, probably, due to compression.
Blocks are split 10 km west of the shelf break basedon the location of the QCF
from sidescan data. The density of block III is weakly constrained byinterval velocities
obtained from reflection data and indicatesan increase in densities across the fault.
Block I is modeled to have a density of 2.75 g/cm3to fit the gravity. There seems to be
a transition zone between the present Queen Charlotte Fault and the shelf breakeast of
which continental crust is assumed to exist. If the Queen CharlotteFault has jumped
westward from the shelf break to its new location, then the origin of blockI should be
oceanic. If the QCF has not jumped and blocks I and 111are sheared continental crust,
then the current shelf break has probably been eroded back fromthe plate boundary.
Figures 6.3 a) through c) demonstrate thesame modeling procedure for line
1250, where the terrace is narrower. Again, a low density block is required justabove
the descending oceanic basement beneath the terrace if oceanic Mohois assumed to
have a shallow dip. If the dip of the oceanic Moho is increasedto meet the crust/mantle
interface at about 23 km depth beneath the shelf (b)a density of 2.67 g/cm3 for block II
is allowed. Figure 6.3 c) shows again, how underthrusting of theoceanic crust beneath
the continent would not change the gravity signature.E
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The overall appearance of the observed gravity along line 1250 is differentfrom
that along line 1262. The lowest gravity valuesare not centered over the terrace
segment, but are at the terrace/trough boundary (compare with figure 2.5). From there,
gravity increases continuously with a more moderate gradientto a gravity high some 40
km inland of the present Queen Charlotte Fault. This phenomenoncan be explained
either by a shallower dip of the oceanic Moho beneath theterrace or by the existence of
a block of denser material as was done in figure 6.3 b). Since line 1250 traversesone of
the triangular terrace slivers, which is characterized by elevated bathymetryand a
higher gravity anomaly superimposed on the edge effect of the plate boundary,the
emplacement of a higher density block beneath the terraceseems reasonable. The
leading edge of the continent is assumed to extend just east of the location whereunit F
outcrops at the seafloor (60 km). As it was for line 1262, this corresponds to the site of
the zero-crossing of gravity values on regional gravity.
Gravity forward modeling with the available seismic constraintscannot resolve
whether oceanic crust is actually underthrusting the continent. If underthrustingoccurs,
it must be very shallow and oceanic crust must be weldedto the anomalously thin
continental crust. The dip of the oceanic Moho increases beneath theterrace and a
block of high density material (2.55-2.67 g/cm3) is found below theup to 3 km thick
section of sedimentary rocks covering the terrace. This high density block corresponds
to units F/Bc, which are interpreted as consisting of a melange of fractured oceanic
basement rock and highly consolidated sediments overlying the oceaniccrust.
Whether or not the region across the Queen Charlotte Fault is in local isostatic
equilibrium is an interesting question. If underthrustingoccurs, lithosphere is flexed
(model 6.2 c) and local isostatic equilibrium would not be expected. In thecase of
simple juxtaposition of oceanic and continental lithosphere alonga vertical boundary
(model 6.2 a), the area would be assumed to be in local equillibrium. Table 6.3shows
the calculation of isostacy to a depth of 40 km at 20 km intervals along profile 1262.
The deviation in percent from km 0 (continent)was compared to values that result
from flexure of the lithosphere at the Hawaiian Islands (Watts and Brink, 1989).There,157
the deviation between mass of a column at the flexural bulge and ofa column of
unflexed lithosphere is approximately 1.5 %. Deviationsacross the Queen Charlotte
terrace are of the same magnitude suggesting that flexure is important in thisarea and
that it is out of local isostatic equilibrium. Themass anomaly matches the free-air
gravity anomaly (figure 6.2), with a high/low pairover the edge of the continent. This
indicates that the gravitational signature of flexure ispart of the measured gravity
anomaly, this observation is thus supportive of the models presented in figures 6.2b)
and c). These two models both include flexure of the oceanic lithosphere.
Table 6.3Calculation of isostacy at various sites along the profile 1262; isostacy is
obtained by adding the product of densities and heights distributed withina column of
unit area and 40 km depth and the gravitational acceleration (pg h)
waho
1166.998
1172.197
1169.254
1182.694
1187.697
1158.561
1148.751
1159.052
1159.542
1170.137
+0.4
+0.2
+1.3
+1.7
- 0.7
1.6
- 0.7
0.6
+0.3158
7. TECTONIC MODEL AND CONCLUSION
7.1 PRESENTATION OF A TECTONIC MODEL
New images of structures within the terrace segment off Dixon Entranceas
deduced from the multichannel seismic reflection profiles, and gravitymodeling,
provide insights into the processes of terrace formation and developmentand the
tectonic evolution of this plate boundary. Two previously publishedend-member
models, neither of which satisfies all observations,were introduced in chapter 2 to
explain the tectonics of the Queen Charlotte Fault region. Up to 100 km ofshortening
(table 2.1) west of the Queen Charlotte Islands, or up to 55 km off Dixon Entrance for
the past 5 Ma must have been accommodated somehow.
One model (figure 2.10 b) juxtaposes continental and oceaniccrust along a
vertical boundary, with convergence takenup by internal deformation of the Pacific
plate. Thickening of the oceanic crust beneath the terracesegment or visible
deformation of the oceanic plate further offshore are predicted. However, oceaniccrust
west of the terrace shows little deformation. Placing the required thickening of oceanic
crust within the 30-km-wide terrace implies a 20-30 km thick layer with velocity and
density characteristic of oceanic crust. The volume of the terracesegment, estimated by
the gravity models obtained in chapter 6, is not sufficient to store all this material.
Transportation of basement rock along the plate margin ata faster rate than the parallel
component of plate motion would be necessary. However, a mechanism for decoupling
slices that rapidly migrate northward along the margin to makeroom for incoming new
crust is difficult to visualize in this compressive configuration. Also, ongoing thickening
of the terrace section would quickly result in a terrace block that is thicker thanthe
adjacent continental crust. Moreover, transmission of compressivestresses across the
plate boundary would result in thickening of the continental crust. Neither thickening of159
the continent or a terrace underlain mostly by high oceanic crustal velocities is
observed.
In contrast, a wide range of data support an underthrustor at least a partially
underthrust Pacific plate. An underthrust plate is allowed, but not required, by the
gravity models of chapter 6. The top layers of the Queen Charlotte Terraceseem to be
composed mainly of young and unconsolidated sedimentary rock (units above unit F in
profiles of chapter 5), underlain by a melange ofvery consolidated sediments (unit F)
and possible fractured oceanic basement (unit Bc), forminga wedge between
underlying oceanic and continental crust to the east. The existence of the Queen
Charlotte Trough and a characteristic offshore bathymetric high about 100 km seaward
suggest flexure of the Pacific plate. The characteristic parallel bands of very low and
high gravity over the trough and the west coast of the islands and Dixon Entranceare
not just results of a simple edge-effect but are amplified by a flexed oceanic crust
topped by low density sediments and water, and a possibly uplifted and eroded
(Sutherland Brown, 1968) thin continental crust. The heat flow patternacross the
margin (Hyndman et al., 1982) corresponds to that predicted for subductingyoung
oceanic crust - high offshore and low on the terrace and margin due toa thick layers of
sediment. The lack of arc volcanism, which is normally found about 200 km inland of
the trench, can be explained by the relatively recent initiation of underthrusting. This
distance would have not been reached within 5-6 Ma.
Flexure modeling by Prims et al. (1997) suggested underthrusting of the
oceanic crust of 10-15 km west of the Queen Charlotte Islands, which accounts only
for a small portion (10-15 %) of the shortening that has been taken place in this region.
Whether or not flexure modeling in absence of compressional stressescan be
representative of the real amount of underthrusting is not discussed here,.although it is
important. The same modeling procedure finds arguments against the subduction
hypothesis proposed by Yorath and Hyndman (1983). In this hypothesis the Queen
Charlotte Fault cuts through the descending slab to produce faults that migrate
downward with it to allow for partitioned strike-slip movement and thrust events. The160
resolution of depth and location and the amount of earthquake datato date are not
good enough to sufficiently constrain the fault plane of the Queen CharlotteFault or its
maximum depth. A more complete and detailed analysis is requiredto detect possible
thrust events occurring on the suture between oceanic and continentalplates and within
the terrace.
Both models discussed above are two-dimensional and steadystate. Because
the study region is just north of a bend in the plate boundary, where themaximum
convergence angle changes from 26° to 13° (table 2.1), the key to understanding
structures that are currently present in the terrace segment off Dixon Entrance isto
understand terrace formation further south west of the Queen Charlotte Islands.As was
mentioned before, north and south of the bend in strike of the Queen CharlotteFault,
the appearance of the terrace changes drastically. While thearea off Dixon Entrance is
characterized by its repetitive pattern of triangular shaped blocks, anda rather wide (45
km) and irregular terrace segment, it becomesnarrower and very linear west of the
islands. These observations indicate thata 4-dimensional model of plate boundary
evolution in time and space is needed.
Although, the details of a transition from a strike-slip boundary toa component
of steady-state underthrusting of the oceanic lithosphereare undoubtedly complex,
figure 7.1 shows a simplified schematic illustration of thisprocess that combines parts
of the two end-member models. At 5-6 Ma, before theonset of transpression and the
beginning of flexure of the oceanic plate, it is assumed to be horizontal (7.1 a).After
initiation of the transpressional regime, the juxtaposition of the thicker continentalcrust
and the thin oceanic crust will hinder immediate underthrusting,Steady state
underthrusting will not occur until the leading edge of the oceanic crust reaches the
base of the continental crust. During this phase, stresses buildup across the fault zone
and when it is locked, result in distributed shear. Figure 7.2 demonstrates theexpected
orientation of fractures and folds in such a transpressional environment. Sandersonand
Marchini (1984) showed, in their study of transpression, that the 45°obliquity of161
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Figure 7.1Block diagrams showing the beginning -a) and development of the
transpressional regime west of the Queen Charlotte Islands; b) demonstrates the flexure
of the oceanic crust and its upthrusting at the plate boundary, while shear strain is
distributed in periods when the Queen Charlotte Fault is locked; c) steadystate
configuration of underthrusting after the top of the leading edge of the oceanic
lithosphere has reached the bottom of the continental crust, only littleamounts of
upthrusting of the oceanic basement, for plan view see figure 2.2162
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Figure 7.2 Diagrams show orientations of fractures in a)a transpressional regime, b) a
simple shear environment or the classic wrench tectonic model for comparison, andc) a
transtensional regime; C = compression axis (al), E= extension axis (a3), N = normal
faults, T = thrust faults, R, R' = Riedel shearsor wrench faults, V = veins, dykes or
extension fractures, F = fold axes (adapted from Sanderson and Marchini, 1984)
structures in simple shear zones (7.2 b) is modified. The vertical stretch is described by
a, and the horizontal shortening across the zone is described by a"1, while y is the shear
strain parallel to it. The case of simple shear is specified bya = 1 and y = 0 specifies
pure shear. For a"' < 1 (transpression), folds and thrusts initiate at a much lower angle
to the zone, whereas extensional features initiate at higher angles (7.2 a). The opposite
applies for a' > 1 (transtension) as seen in figure 7.2 c). For simple shear, the first
Riedel shears or synthetic shears develop at anaverage angle of 17° as studied in
sandbox models by Naylor and Mandl (1986). Antithetic Riedel shears strikeat 72° to163
the basement fault, with an opposite sense of shear to the Riede ls (figure7.2 b). Under
transpression both of these angles are increased (figure 7.2 a).
Although, it might be dangerous to apply results of small scale sandboxor clay
models to large scale motions of crustal blocks, similarstructures might develop during
a phase of early distributed transpression across the Queen Charlotte Fault. The
orientation of the NS-fault at about 25° to the Queen Charlotte Faultcorresponds to
the expected orientation of Riedel shears ina transpressional environment. In addition,
to that, the trend of the N-S fault lines up with the north-south-direction of magnetic
sea floor spreading anomalies, as were presented in figure 2.3. Zones of weakness
commonly occur parallel to the spreading axis at which oceaniccrust was formed.
Thus, Riedel shears are even more likely to develop along such preexistingzones of
weakness and to remain within this orientation. During this phase untila steady-state
subduction configuration is reached, oceanic crust could possibly be deformedas a
cause of distributed shear. The result would be wrench-faulting along the Queen
Charlotte Fault Zone and the development of Riedel shears ina north-south direction.
According to this hypothesis, the displacementon the NS-fault is right-lateral. It might
be noted that in support of this theory, some distributed shear is interpretedto occur in
the continental plate within the Queen Charlotte Basin (Rohr and Dietrich, 1992)
Figure 7.1 b) demonstrates this phase of transition, where oceaniccrust flexes
downward. Whenever no movement takes placeon the Queen Charlotte Fault plate
boundary itself, distributed shear might form folds and faults accordingto figure 7.2 a)
in shallower sedimentary sections within azone that develops into the Queen Charlotte
Terrace. The tremendous amount of shortening that has to be accommodatedover time
will result in basement-involved upthrusting of the oceaniccrust at the continent/ocean
transition until a stable steady-state configuration of underthrusting is reached.How
exactly this upthrusting and faulting takes place is not known. It is believed,that it
results in the development of a terrace, which is decoupled from both thecontinent and
the Pacific plate as an effect of strain partitioning (figure 2.12). Dueto the previously
upthrusted basement rocks, the decoupled terrace block contains highdensities and164
high velocities at its bottom, which are interpretedas very consolidated sediments and a
melange of those with basement rock, consistent with refraction results of Dehler and
Clowes (1988), Horn et al. (1984), and interpretations in chapter 5 and 6. Although
structures probably formed under the influence of a shear zone of the kind in figure 7.2
a), their orientations are believed to change with time and to approach parallelism with
the plate boundary. This is supported by the fact that their orientations alreadyare at
lower angles to the main basement fault than would be expected withouta component
of convergence. The longer shear and compressionare distributed over the area, and
the more the terrace block is decoupled from the two plates, themore obliquity within
it will disappear. The result will be a linear feature that parallels the QueenCharlotte
Fault, as now observed west of the Queen Charlotte Islands.
The idea of a decoupled terrace block is adapted froma model Fitch (1972)
presented first for western Sunda, where horizontal shear and underthrustingoccur,
concurrently, on the Semangko fault and along the inner wall of the Java trench,
respectively. This is explained by convergence in which slip that is obliqueto the plate
margin is at least partially decoupled between parallelzones of transcurrent faulting and
underthrusting. The mechanism of decoupling oblique slip in themanner proposed by
Fitch (1972) is favored because a nearly vertical surface concentrates horizontal shear
more effectively than an inclined surface of equal or greater strength. The configuration
of this model applied to the Queen Charlotte Fault region is shown simplified in figure
2.12 and 7.1 c) and corresponds to the gravity model presented for line 1262 in figure
6.4 c). The Queen Charlotte Fault accommodates the shear component of plate motion
down to a depth of at least 12 km (figure 6.4 c) off Dixon Entrance, and deeper if the
fault is found to cut through the subducting slab. This is leftto future studies of
earthquake mechanisms in this region. The component ofconvergence is taken up by
the underthrusting of the Pacific plate beneath North America ina manner that might be
aseismic, since to date, no thrust events are correlated with the descending slab.The
terrace block itself thus moves northward with respect to the continent, while it165
overrides the oceanic crust perpendicularly (figure 2.12) to producea wedge of
sedimentary rock that stores the compressed material.
The terrace block is not only thought to be composed of sedimentary rock, but
of having a base that is partly due to the upthrusting that occurredat terrace formation
and the involvement of basement in the subductionprocess at subsequent stages. At
depths greater than 10-15 km (Robert Lillie, personal communication), basementtends
to be incorporated in the process of underthrusting as sediments becomemore lithified
and strong and the contrast between their strength and that of theupper basement
decreases. This base of the terrace builds the foundation for thezone of uplift and
deformation, and the seaward limit forms a barrier that develops into theouter scarp of
the terrace, which bounds the =deformed trough region. In the south,west of the
Queen Charlotte Islands, this barrier is linear and parallel to the plate boundary; farther
north however, it is discontinuous, as marked (b) in interpreted sections of chapter 5.
It was noted that the orientation of faults interpreted to bound theseterrace
slivers off Dixon Entrance (fault III) and other structuresas well (as faults ILI, and
anticlines Al-A3) are parallel to the plate boundary west of the Queen Charlotte
Islands, but are oblique to the plate boundary north of the eastward bend. Figures 7.3
a)-c) try to demonstrate an explanation for such coincident directions. As described
above, the terrace segment west of the Queen Charlotte Islands is thoughtto have
developed through a combination of upthrusting and subsequent underthrusting and
decoupling into a wedge of off-scraped consolidated and deformed sediments witha
foundation of fractured basement. This terrace block migrates northward along the
margin and with it plate boundary sub-parallel faults and fractures of this foundation.
The terrace isstill undergoing deformation and is involved in the underthrusting
process through its close location to the Pacific plate/ terrace suture (figures 7.3 a).
Along the plate margin the terrace is subjected to different sedimentation environments.
Basement fractured material and consolidated deformed sedimentsare covered with
younger material at varying and generally increasing rates to the north. The amount of166
Figure 7.3 Cartoon demonstrating the migration of plate boundary parallel fractures
and thrusts of the base formation of the terrace west of the Queen Charlotte Islands,
which control the oblique appearance of the terrace boundary north of the eastward
bend of the Queen Charlotte Fault; a) 5-6 Ma ago; b) 2.5 Maago; c) present167
sediment scraped off from the Pacific plate will logically increaseto the north as the
infill of the trough increases from a thickness of 1 to 5 kmas well, to produce a higher
amount of uplift of the terrace off Dixon Entrance. As the terrace reaches the eastward
bend of the Queen Charlotte Fault, underthrusting and faulting north ofit will occur
along preexisting fractures within the terrace foundation. Then the wholeterrace block
will rotate around the corner to parallel themore northward orientation of the fault
(figure 7.3 b). The outer edge of the terrace isnow discontinuous, but the fractures are
still parallel to the plate boundary west of the Queen Charlotte Islands.The angle
(about 20°) formed between fault III (see figure 5.21) and the Queen CharlotteFault is
similar to that observed between folds and thrust faults ina transpressional regime
(figure 7.2 a), structures which are promoted bya component of convergence. It is
proposed here that the development of the basic shape of theterrace off Dixon
Entrance is guided by the existence of older material at the bottom of theterrace block.
Further deformation and compression is confined along faults III,II, and I and the
production of anticlinal and synclinal structures between them. High sediment influxin
this area is trapped within these faults to form ridges (A2 and A2a) with onlappatterns
(as was seen nicely in anticline A2 of profile 1250) due to simultaneous depositionand
deformation. Anticlines A2 and A2a are thus thought to bestructures resulting from
the same tectonic processes as at the outer edges of theterrace segment. The outer
structural zone that was interpreted on line 951 of Bruns and Carlson (1987, figure
2.8), a little bit farther north, may also, result froma similar process. This shows, that
active tectonism has a strong influence on sediment dispersal, and that theseaward
boundary of the terrace is not simply a relict trench, butan active feature with ongoing
uplift, deformation, and deposition (see A2aon line 1263 and A2 and fault III on line
1250). Shear within the terrace block might be takenup such that material within the
terrace moves southeast relative to material in the trough. This results inan uplift of the
triangular block where it merges with the Queen Charlotte Fault and explains the high
bathymetry and gravity observed there. Supporting this is the tilting downto the north-
west of the terrace base formation and older sedimentsas was suggested in the168
discussion of figure 5.20's contours of the top of unit F. Figure 7.3 c) shows the
northernmost position that fractures might have reached after initiation somewhere in
the terrace west of the Queen Charlotte Islands when transpression started 5 Maago.
The seaward boundary of the triangular terrace block that is traversed by lines
1262 and 1250 was marked b in figure 5.21. All structureseast of this limit are
interpreted to be caused by the process of underthrusting and shear within this wedge
of material and to build a trap for young incoming sediments. The NS-fault,as
explained above, is thought to be of different origin. Its trend correspondsto the
magnetic anomaly pattern in this region and to the orientation of synthetic shear of the
transpressional strain ellipse at the time of the beginning of this tectonic environment.
In chapter 5, it was suggested that movement on this fault ceased at the end of the
Tertiary, where line 1263 intersects it, while it isan active structure at present further
north. Coincidentally, in the north, this fault seems to collide with theterrace segment
and its structures, suggesting its reactivation due to recent compression. Assuming
movement along the NS-fault is right-lateral then the underthrusting trough portion
east of itrotates counterclockwise, producing a component of up-to-the-east
compression (figure 7.4). This process results in rotation of contours of equal basement
depth in the opposite direction (clockwise) as was noted in the discussion of figure 5.18
and a basement step down to the west. The S-fault, although not clear in its orientation,
is very likely to be a structure that was caused by the termination of the rotated trough
portion to the south, taking up resulting compressionor tension.
In summary, the tectonic model suggested here can explain structures and faults
identified in the seismic reflection data and is consistent with the gravity forward
modeling and other previous data sets of the region.169
Figure 7.4 Block diagram to illustrate relative movementson the NS-fault, and the
Queen Charlotte Fault; the result is a counterclockwise rotation of the trough portion
east of the NS-fault and west of the terrace boundary to produce compression and a
basement step up to the east across it; black lines prior to rotation referto contours of
equal distance from the plate boundary170
7.2 CONCLUSIONS
To explain the morphology of the Queen Charlotte Terrace, froma narrow
linear feature west of the Queen Charlotte Islands toa broader zone of discontinuous
blocks off Dixon Entrance, a model ofan underthrusting Pacific plate beneath the
continent is considered more appropriate thana model of pure upthrusting and
translation of pieces of material along the margin. About 5-6 Maago, transpression
initiated and oceanic lithosphere was flexed and upthrustat the plate boundary
eventually reaching a steady state configuration ofa subducting slab. Fractured
basement rock and highly consolidated sediments at depth of the accretionarycomplex
form the foundation of the terrace segment. The terrace is decoupled fromthe North
American plate as it moves both along and perpendicular to the underthrustingPacific
plate. As the terrace migrates along the margin and reaches the location ofthe eastward
bend of the Queen Charlotte Fault west of Graham Island, underthrusting northof this
bend occurs obliquely to the new orientation of the fault, and follows preexisting
fractures and thrusts within the base of the terrace. A repetitivepattern of broken up
terrace slivers results, and the outer edge of the terrace forms an angle with the Queen
Charlotte Fault of about 30°, an orientation promoted by the transpressional strain
ellipse for compressional structures. Faults and folds within these slivers trend
northwest-southeast. Compression and shear along them controlsmore recent sediment
dispersal as seen in ridges found at the outer edges of the terrace blocks. Ridges show
patterns of onlap from simultaneous deformation and deposition. The NS-trending fault
is thought to be of different origin than structures within theterrace. It corresponds to
the direction of magnetic sea floor spreading anomalies andto the predicted orientation
of synthetic strike-slip faults. Faults might have been initiated along thesezones of
weakness in an environment of distributed shear. Reactivation of such preexistingfaults
could be caused by their collision with the terrace complexas the oceanic plate is being
underthrust. As a result, the trough portion west of the terrace boundary andeast of171
the NS-fault would rotate counterclockwise to produce compression andright-lateral
shear on this fault and a basement step down to the east.
7.3 SUGGESTED FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS
In spite of being only a piggy-back pilot survey, intendedto provide a basis for
proposing a more complete survey, this study has brought significant insightinto the
nature and variety of structures occurring on this transform plate boundary. Various
additional data sets could complement the existing seismic reflection data.Drilling at at
least three sites, one within the trough segment, and twoon the terrace, would provide
much needed temporal constraints. The trough hole would sampleundeformed
sediments and place constraints on sedimentation rates in thearea. At least two terrace
holes are needed to sample the older melange, where it is uplifted andone to sample a
region of apparently rapid recent deposition. A refraction line parallelingthe terrace
would help establish a good velocity model, which is presently poorlyconstrained
because of sparse ray coverage in refraction experiments crossing the plate boundary
west of Moresby Island (Horn et al, 1984, and Dehler and Clowes, 1988). A refraction
experiment across the plate boundary off Dixon Entrance could confirm the Moho dip
beneath theterrace.Well-determined earthquake focal mechanism and depth
constraints on events along the Queen Charlotte Fault plane anda determination of
possible thrust events on the downgoing slab is essential to allow distinctionbetween
very different proposed configurations of the plate boundary. Finally, amore closely
spaced and complete network of seismic reflection profiles, distributedover a wider
area from south to north to cover the large variety of structures would be needed to
develop a more accurate understanding on the complex four-dimensional tectonic
activity of the Queen Charlotte Fault Zone.172
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APPENDIX A: NORMAL MOVEOUT
For a single constant-velocity horizontal layer, the traveltimecurve as a
function of offset is a hyperbola. Ifx is the offset, to the two-way-traveltime along the
vertical path and v the true velocity of the medium downto the reflector, the hyperbola
is described by the equation
(I) 2X t2(x) = to + .
2
Assuming the earth consists of several horizontal iso-velocity layers,the traveltime
equation derived by Taner and Koehler (1969) then is
t2(x) = Co + Cix2 + C2x4 + C3x6 +
2 where C = to,
Cl
1
v2'
11715
and C 2,C3,... are complicated functions that depend on
layer thickness and interval velocity.
By making the small-spread approximation, that is assuming offsetsare small compared
to depth, this equation can be simplified to
2
t2(x) =to2+
`
.
urns
The rms-velocity is defined by (Yilmaz, 1988)
1 N 2 (a) v2 = Ev. Ati(0),
ti=1
where vi is the interval or average velocity of the ith layer, and Ati is the verticaltwo-
way traveltime through the ith, and to through all layers down to the reflector. Layers
are unfortunately not always oriented horizontally. Considering a single dipping layer in
three dimensions the traveltime curve will dependon the apparent dip of the layer as
well (Yilmaz, 1988).179
2 2X
2cos2 to =0+
v2'
where 4; is the angle between the surface and the intersection of the profilewith the
dipping plane (apparent velocity), andv is again the medium velocity. If only small
spreads are considered, this expression approximates the hyperbola of equationII the
gentler the dips are.
The time difference between traveltimes ata given offset and at zero offset is
called normal moveout (NMO)
At NMOt(x) to
After making the small-spread and small-dip approximation, the traveltime
curve is hyperbolic and given by
(V) x2 t2 (x) = to2+
v NMO
This velocity is called normal moveout (NMO) velocity representing the medium
velocity for a single horizontal layer,or the rms velocity for a multi-layered structure.
The NMO velocity for dipping events is greater than the interval velocity abovethe
reflector (equation III). Hence, a high velocity horizontal layer yields thesame NMO as
a dipping layer of low velocity. Dealing with dipping structure, though, requires special
care. Fortunately, the change in velocity for dips not exceeding 15 degrees is
insignificantly small and can be neglected (Yilmaz, 1988).
Normal moveout is estimated as
At NMO
2x2 2 to + to.
v NMO
This term quantifies the increase of NMO with offset and the decrease with depth (t0)
tv2Nmotd
-11/2
X
At NMO180
Once the NMO velocity is known, travel timescan be corrected by shifting all
parts of the gather by AtNmo(x, t0), toremove the influence of offset. An NMO-
corrected gather then consists of flat lines for each genuinereflector, and over- or
undercorrected hyperbolas for all others. Traces will besummed to obtain a single
stacked trace at this CMP location.
In practice, normal moveout velocity should bedistinguished from stacking
velocity. Stacking velocity optimally stackstraces in a CMP gather. A hyperbola
describes the shape of that curveas well, but is not necessarily the same small-spread
hyperbola of equation (V). Equation (V) alwaysmatches the actual measured
traveltime for very small spread lengths. Thegreater the offset the larger the
discrepancy will be between actual and small-spread hyperbola.For a given maximum
offset, which is defined by the recordinggeometry, a hyperbola can be found that best
fits over this particular spread length. The correspondingvelocity is called stacking
velocity. However, to be able to estimate interval velocities,normal moveout (or vnns)
and stacking velocities were assumed to be thesame.APPENDIX B
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The velocity spectrum method displays coherency of the signal alonga
hyperbolic trajectory over the entire spread length ofa CMP gather. There are different
measures of coherency (Yilmaz, 1988). The simplest utilizes the stacked amplitude
s t =fi,t(
i=1
where fi,t(i) is the amplitude valueon the ith trace at two-way time t(i) and M is the
fold of the CMP gather. The stacking amplitude is determined by stackingalong the
trajectory of the trial stacking hyperbola
,2
t(i) =0t2+2vstack
The velocity spectrum then shows the stacking amplitudeat two-way zero-
offset time on the vertical versus the different stacking velocitieson the horizontal axis.
This method of display provides a means to distinguish between primaries andmultiple
reflections. Multiples correspond to much lower stacking velocities thangenuine
reflections do at the same zero-offset time.
Stacking amplitude alone is not the best display quantity when signal-to-noise
ratio is poor. Besides other possiblemeasures, such as the normalized stacked
amplitude, the unnormalized and normalized crosscorrelation, which calculatesthe
crosscorrelation within a time gate that follows the path of the trial stacking hyperbola,
semblance is the normalized output-to-inputenergy ratio, defined by
Z s2
1 tt
sembl.M m
EEfi,t(i)
t182
M where E si is the energy of the stacked trace, and E E fi,t(i) is thesum of the
11=1
energy of all individual traces within a time gate t that is shifted along the trajectory of
the trial hyperbola.
INTERVAL VELOCITY
Interval velocities for horizontal constant velocity layering (wrackvans)
were found by using the definition of rms velocity (Telford et al., 1994)
1÷ Ain\ = Latiky,
to
N
where to =ti (0).Thus, the rms velocity to reflector n is denoted by
i .1
1
v2 I vi2Ati (0)
Eti(0)i=1
i=1
2 2 or (a)vL I ti (0)= I v. At -(0)
i =1 i=1
whereas the rms velocity to reflector n-1 is
1 N -1
v2
N -1 v2 Ati (0)
ti (0)
i=1
or (b)vU Eti(0)=
-1
v2Ati(0).
1 =1
The Dix formula describes the interval velocity by subtracting (b) from (a)
N N -1 N N -1 2 2 2 2 Evi Ati (0) - I vi Ati (0) = vL Eti (0)- vu E ti (0)
i=1 i=1 i=1 i=1
N -1
or v =[v2z, iti (0) - Nii Eti (0)]/Atn(0). n
i=1 i=i183
APPENDIX C: MIGRATION
The migration theory is basedon data that was recorded with zero-offset, as if
source and receiver were at coincident locations. The CMP recordinggeometry
provides nonzero offset wave fields. After usingthe hyperbolic normal moveout
correction, which assumes no strong lateral velocityvariations, and structural dip, the
data are stacked onto the midpoint time planeat zero offset. The more valid the normal
moveout assumption is, the more the stacked resembles the desiredzero-offset section.
Not only can there be the problem of lateral velocityvariation and dipping structure,
but the stacked section can be contaminatedas well by the presence of multiples with
different stacking velocities or sideswipeenergy that comes from outside the plane.
Kirchhoff migration collapses the diffractionhyperbola by summing its
amplitudes and placing them at theapex in the migrated section. This migration
algorithm works for all dips. Two other migrationtechniques are carried out in the
frequency-wavenumber domain. The first, the Stolt-method requiresa constant-velocity
medium. Since this is normally not thecase, the time axis is stretched to produce a
constant-velocity section before applying the algorithm. Thisstretching is removed
afterwards. The second is the phase-shift migration, whichcan only handle vertical
velocity gradient. But both f-k-migration techniquesare accurate for dips up to 90-
degrees.
The 45-degree-finite-difference algorithmwas developed by J. F. Claerbout
(Claerbout, 1972) at Stanford University and is basedon the parabolic approximation
to the scalar wave equation. All three techniques havesome advantages and some
disadvantages. Compared to the Kirchhoff and f-k-migrationalgorithms, the finite-
difference method is being capable of handling dips onlyup to angles of 45-degrees
with sufficient accuracy. In contrast, it has less problemsdealing with lateral velocity
variation unless they are fast.
The finite-difference migration is basedon downward continuation. The
wavefield is recorded at z=0 Normally, the seismicsections are represented in the (x,184
t)-plane, whereas migrated sections will be represented by the (x, z)-plane.Principally,
downward continuation means that the location of the receiver cable is moveddown
into the earth as if to record the samewave field as at the surface, thereby collapsing
hyperbolas to their apex whenever t=0. Thisprocess is called the imaging principle and
images at each depth step the shape of awave field at observation time t=0 as if
generated by an exploding reflector at that depth. The migrated section isthen
constructed by the (x, z)-plane at t=0.